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Abstract
This thesis presents several analytical models of magnetic annihilation and reconnection and studies 
their properties. The models investigated are
1. Steady-state magnetic annihilation. The assumption of straight field lines reduces the resis­
tive, viscous MHD equations to two ordinary differential equations, one for the flow and one for the 
magnetic field. These equations can be solved exactly (for the case of a simple stagnation-point 
flow) and asymptotically (for a more general stagnation-point flow). In both cases the reconnection 
rates can be fast due to advection effects which create large magnetic gradients.
2. Time-dependent magnetic annihilation. The assumption of straight field lines whose strength 
can vary with time reduces the MHD equations to two partial differential equations, one for the 
flow and one for the magnetic field. The time-modulated simple stagnation-point flow is shown to 
be an exact solution and the equation for the magnetic field is then solved on infinite and finite 
intervals. For the infinite interval the reconnection rates are shown to be dependent on the nature 
of the advected initial field. Also examined are self-similar solutions and the effect of variation of 
diffusivity with time.
3. Annihilation in a compi’essible, inviscid plasma. Here, the assumption of straight field 
lines and an inviscid, compressible flow reduce the MHD equations to a pair of non-linear coupled 
partial differential equations. Further assuming that the density only varies in one direction and 
the flow is of a stagnation-point type allow these equations to be solved approximately analytically 
and exactly numerically. It is shown that the magnetic field and reconnection rates are the same 
in both the compressible and incompressible cases and that the density of the plasma is greatest 
within the current sheet.
4. Steady-state magnetic reconnection. For an incompressible flow the MHD equations can be 
reduced to two coupled non-linear partial differential equations. These two equations are studied by 
seeking asymptotic solutions around the annihilation solution and then looking for series solutions 
to the first-order equations. It is found that the magnetic field always has a magnetic cusp and 
never possesses an x-type neutral point.
5. Reconnection in a viscous plasma. Assuming that the viscous forces dominate, the induction 
equation and equation o f motion decouple and become linear. The magnetic field is obtained for 
the case of a simple stagnation-point flow. It is shown that if the inflow magnetic field is taken 
to be straight then the magnetic field within the region tends towards the annihilation solution as 
the magnetic Reynolds number increases.
6. Magnetic flipping. A previous ideal model of magnetic flipping is refined so that it becomes 
an exact solution of the MHD equations. In the refined model the streamlines are straight rather 
than curved. Assuming straight streamlines, the MHD equations reduce to two linear ordinary 
differential equations, one for the flow and one for the magnetic field. These are then solved
exactly analytically to find a flow containing a viscous boundary layer and a magnetic field that 
contains an x-type neutral point. The angle between the separatrices of the field is determined by 
the Reynolds and magnetic Reynolds numbers. It is shown that most of the ohmic heating occurs 
within the viscous boundary layer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Sun
The Sun is an object of great interest that has been studied for many thousands of years. However, 
only in this century has it been realised that the Sun is an intensely magnetic environment and that the 
magnetic field is responsible for most, if not all, o f the structures and phenomena that are observed.
Some of these solar phenomena, such as flares and x-ray bright points, involve the release o f vast 
amounts of heat and light energy in a short interval of time. It is generally believed that the source 
of this energy is the solar magnetic field and it has been supposed that a process known as magnetic 
reconnection converts magnetic energy to heat energy.
This thesis is concerned with mathematically modelling the magnetic reconnection process with the 
aim of showing whether or not it is capable of converting large amounts of energy within a short space 
of time.
1.2 Solar Flares
A solar flare can be loosely described as a localised rapid brightening of H« emission in the low chro­
mosphere. Usually there is a flash phase, typically lasting 5 minutes, in which the intensity and area 
of emission increase rapidly and a main phase, lasting about an hour, in which the intensity declines 
slowly.
A typical solar flare has a length scale of =  2 x 107 metres and a typical time scale to — 102 ~  103 
seconds. Parker (1957) and (1963) estimates the typical energy release in a solar flare to be around 
1025 joules and analysis o f emission lines (eg Jeffries & Smith (1959) and Jeffries & Orrall (1961)) 
gives a mean density in the flare of around around 2 x 10- 1°k g m -3 . The typical velocity scale is 
u0 =  lo/to =  2 x 105ms_1.
Since solar flares invariably occur in regions of strong magnetic field and other sources of energy seem 
inadequate it is usually assumed that the magnetic field supplies the energy for a flare. For example 
the magnetic energy available from a cube of side £0 =  2 x 107 metres containing a magnetic field of 
strength Bo — 0.05 tesla (500 gauss) is
Em =  f~ d .v  «  ^  «  10“  joules,
Jv 2p 2no
which is roughly the same as the energy released in a flare.
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1.3 The Magnetohydrodynamic Equations
Solar flares, and many other solar phenomena, have length scales larger than the mean free paths of 
the particles in the plasma that comprises the solar atmosphere. This implies that the plasma can 
be regarded as a continuous fluid and can be modelled by the set o f magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
equations. These equations consist of Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism along with Ohm’s law 
and the hydrodynamic equations which describe the behaviour of a fluid.
M axw ell’s Equations
Assuming plasma neutrality and that the typical velocities are much less than the speed of light, 
Maxwell’s equations reduce to
V  x B =  pj Ampere's law, (1-1)
- - <9B ,
V  x E =  Faraday s law, (1-2)
V B =  0, (1.3)
where B is the magnetic induction (usually called the magnetic field), E is the electric field and j  is the 
current density. The quantity p, the magnetic permeability, is usually approximated to its value in a 
vacuum, po =  1.26 x 10-6  H m "1.
O h m ’s Law
The simplest (resistive) form of Ohm’s law is
-  -  1 VE +  v  x B =  — j . (1.4)
a '
Hydrodynam ic Equations
The equations describing the behaviour of a fluid are the equation of motion,
dv t-  t=,.\ - T +  ( v - V ) v
the equation of mass continuity,
the ideal gas law,
and an energy equation,
*Vp + j  x B +  vpV2v  +  l.vpV  (V  • v ) , (1.5)
o
+  v . (jsv) =  o, ( i .6)
p = —  pr,  (i.7 )
A*a
(P D f p \  _ r , 1 ,2
1 Df I T  = " V -< 1 " L + _ ‘? ( ll8)7 — 1 t \py J a
In these equations, p is the fluid density, R  is the gas constant, T  is the absolute temperature and p a is 
the mean atomic weight. In the energy equation, 7 is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure 
to the specific heat at constant volume, q is the heat flux due to particle conduction, L is the radiative 
loss and p / a  is the ohmic heating rate. Note that the effects of gravity are neglected in the equation of 
motion as they are considered to be negligible in comparison to the other terms.
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Non-Dim ensionalisation
Equations (1.1) to (1.6) are usually non-dimensionalised according to 
B =  B0B, v  — u0v , r =  £0r, p — p0p, P -  PoP
and
to obtain
Bo_.
m\P
dv
dt
+  (v  • V ) v
E — uo.SoE, t — — t ) 
vo
=  ~ / ? V p + j x B  +  ^ p V 2v, 
R
E +  v  x B — 1 .— J,
V  x E =
<9B 
dt '
dp
dt
V B =  0, 
+  V • (pv) =  0,
j =  V  x B,
where Ma =  y/popvo/Bo is the Alfven mach number, /? =  pop/Bfi is the plasma beta, Rm =  v0£o/i] 
is the magnetic Reynolds number and R =  vq£q/v is the Reynolds number. The magnetic energy and 
ohmic heating rate,
Em =  - L  /  B 2dV  and Rn =
tpo Jv  a  Jv
become
where
F -  Bl% FLjm —
Po
and Rn =
Po
Em =  1 /  B2dV and =  —  f  j 2d
2 Jv  Rm Jv
are the dimensionless magnetic energy and ohmic heating rate.
dV
1.4 Magnetic Connection and Reconnection
Taking the curl of Ohm’s law and using Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws gives the induction equation,
~  =  V  x (v x B) +  — V 2B, 
dt Rm
where Rm =  Vo^o/^o<?■ The conductivity, <r, o f the solar atmosphere is not well known and consequently 
Rm is not known exactly but is believed to lie in the range 106 ~  1012. Since Rm is large the V 2B /R m 
term can usually be assumed to be negligible so that the induction equation reduces to
® = V x ( v x B ) .  (1.9)
Consider the flux F  through a closed curve C  bounding a simple surface S which is moving with 
the plasma, as shown in figure 1.1. In time 8t the line element 8c sweeps out an area of v8t x 8c and 
intuitively we have
D F  f  d B  f
w  = X a r d S + yc B v x d c ' (L10>
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Figure 1.1: A surface S moving with the plasma.
where the first term on the right-hand side is due to field changes in time and the second term on the 
right-hand side is due to the motion of the boundary. The second term can be rewritten as
— v x B • dc
J c
and Stokes’ theorem can be applied so that this becomes
-  J  V x (v x B) -dS.
Equation (1.10) thus becomes 
which, if (1.9) holds, reduces to
Physically, this result says that the magnetic flux through a closed loop moving with the fluid is 
conserved, the implication being that flux tubes move with the fluid, their strength remaining constant. 
In the limit of zero cross section a magnetic flux tube becomes a magnetic field line and so we can say 
that magnetic field lines move with the fluid, behaving as if they were “frozen” into it. (The transport 
of magnetic field lines by fluid motion is known as magnetic advection.) Elements o f the fluid which are 
initially connected by a common field line thus continue to be connected.
This result only holds true if the V 2B /R m term remains negligible. It is possible for fluid motions 
to carry part of the field line through some region where this term is locally large and the frozen flux 
theorem becomes locally invalid. Within this region the magnetic field may diffuse slightly and fluid 
elements that were connected by a field line before it passed through the region become disconnected 
and connected afterwards to different fluid elements. Within the small region where the term V 2B/Rm 
is non-negligible magnetic reconnection is said to have taken place.
1.5 Reconnection Models 
Diffusion M odel
The simplest reconnection or annihilation process is the diffusion of magnetic field through a static 
plasma. Taking v =  0 and B =  (B (y ,t) ,  0,0) the induction equation reduces to
dB 1 d2B
dt Rm dy2
which can be solved (see chapter 3 for details) to obtain
( 1.11)
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where Bo(y) is the initial magnetic field. Taking Bo(y) =  erf y, which consists o f two regions of oppositely 
directed field lines with a narrow region of large magnetic gradient between them, gives the results shown 
in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Diffusion of a magnetic field.
The oppositely directed field lines diffuse through the plasma and cancel (or annihilate) each other. 
The region of magnetic gradient (known as a current sheet) widens with a velocity l/(f?Rm), where t  is 
the scale width of the current sheet. This velocity, known as the diffusion velocity, is obtained by an 
order of magnitude analysis of the diffusion equation, (1.11). The rate of change of magnetic energy is
and substituting from (1.11) gives
Er B?i dy
■En _ l  r
Rm J— cdt  _OQ dy2
Integrating this by parts and assuming that dB/dy —> 0 as y —> ± oo  yields
d ^ 1 f°° f d B \ 2 j 1 .2 , „
— Em =  -  ( -j— ) dy — — - — j d y - - R a ,
dt 7 — 00 \ dy J J  —oo
from which we see that magnetic energy is dissipating through ohmic heating and that the magnetic 
energy in the system is converted to heat energy.
Note that the current sheet widens and the magnetic gradient (and hence the current) decreases 
with time. Since the ohmic heating decreases with time, this simple mechanism cannot explain the 
rapid heating observed in solar flares for long times.
Sweet-Parker Reconnection M odel
Parker (1957) and Sweet (1958) noted that the currents could be kept constant if the outward diffusion 
of the current sheet is counterbalanced by an inward flow of fluid. They proposed the idealised situation 
shown in figure 1.3a. As the field lines move towards each other the rc-components o f the magnetic field 
diffuse and annihilate. At the ends of the current sheet only the y-component o f the field remains and 
reconnection has taken place.
The current sheet length, L, is fixed by the geometry of the field lines and energy and momentum 
considerations give v0 =  Bj/y/yop. Non-dimensionalising against Bi, v0 and L gives the situation of 
figure 1.3b in which the plasma outflow velocity, current sheet length and the field outside the sheet are 
unity. Note that the region outside the current sheet is current-free and the dimensionless current in 
the sheet is 1 /£.
Conservation of mass gives
Vi =  t  ( 1.12)
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Vi B* =  1 
►
¥— ¥-► =  1
0 l
Figure 1.3: Sweet-Parker reconnection model
and the outward diffusion of the current sheet will be balanced by the plasma inflow if
1
Eliminating between (1.12) and (1.13) gives
Rm^
V{ — Rm .
(1.13)
The magnitude of Vi gives a measure of how much flux is being transported into the the current sheet 
and is thus a measure o f the reconnection rate. In dimensional units this result becomes
Bi
Vin — VnVi — (1.14)
and, in applying this result to solar flares, Parker (1963) found that Vin was too slow compared to the 
typical velocity scale of a solar flare. Taking, for example,
Bi — 0.05T (500 G), p0 =  2 x 10"7kgm " 3 and Rm =  106 ~  1012,
then (1.14) gives win =  5 x  103 ms-1 ~  5 ms-1 which is several orders of magnitude short of the typical 
flare velocity scale of 105ms“ 1. The Sweet-Parker model is thus said to be a slow reconnection process.
Classes of Magnetic Reconnection
Magnetic reconnection models can be classified in several different ways. One of the classifications is 
based on the behaviour of the reconnection rate. If the reconnection rate is less than, equal to or greater 
than Rm2 , as Rm tends to infinity, the reconnection is said to be very slow, slow or fast, respectively.
Reconnection models can also be classified on whether they are steady-state or time-dependent and 
according to the global state of the magnetic field (ie current sheet or x-point).
Reconnection Rates
In the Sweet-Parker model the dimensionless inflow velocity, V{, is used as a measure of the reconnection 
rate. Since the inflow region is assumed to be current-free and the inflow field is unity then Ohm’s law 
gives E  +  Vi =  0 and hence the Vi and E  can be used interchangeably as a measure of reconnection. 
Since, in a two-dimensional model, the electric field is uniform throughout space then at a neutral point 
Ohm’s law becomes E  =  j f  Rm and hence it is quite common to take j npf  Rm > where j np is the magnitude 
of the current at a neutral point, as the reconnection rate.
Also o f interest is the ohmic heating rate and throughout this thesis we will consider the reconnection 
and ohmic heating rates Re and ifo , where
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Petschek Reconnection
The first fast reconnection model was that of Petschek (1964). The main features of this model, sketched 
in figure 1.4a, are the slow-mode shocks propagating from the corners of the current sheet which ac­
celerate the inflowing plasma up to the outflow velocity. These shocks are treated as discontinuities 
within the field and flow. The most important assumptions in the Petschek model are that the inflow 
magnetic field is current free (and hence potential) and that the inflow magnetic field lines are almost 
straight. Petschek considered a linear potential perturbation to a uniform magnetic field in the inflow 
region which is matched to an approximate resistive solution for the current sheet in which the current 
sheet length and width are allowed to vary. The reconnection rate for this model was estimated by 
Petschek to be
R p  <   — -------
81og(2i?|Rm) ’
which is only weakly dependent on the magnetic Reynolds number. Axford (1984) argues that it is 
the changing current sheet length that leads to a fast reconnection process; provided that the diffusion 
region is small compared with the dimensions o f the flow then changes in the the conductivity produce 
compensating changes in the size of the diffusion region and the reconnection rate is then ultimately 
determined by boundary conditions and not by the conductivity.
Figure 1.4: Petschek reconnection model and Sonnerup and Priest annihilation model.
Sonnerup (1970) proposed a similar model with an extra set of shocks and obtained a reconnection 
rate of order unity. Many details of these models were clarified by Vasyliunas (1975) who points out 
that Petschek’s inflow region has the character of a weak fast-mode expansion and that Sonnerup’s extra 
discontinuity is a slow-mode expansion generated at some external point. Sonnerup and Wang (1987) 
studied the structure of the downstream region in detail by treating it as a narrow boundary layer.
M agnetic Annihilation
The first reconnection model which is an exact solution of the resistive and viscous MHD equations was 
investigated by Parker (1973) and Sonnerup & Priest (1975). As shown in figure 1.4b, they supposed 
the field lines to be straight, ie B =  0,0), and carried together by the stagnation-point flow
v =  ( £ , — y, 0). The induction equation can then be solved for the magnetic field and the equation of 
motion for the plasma pressure. This model is similar to the Sweet-Parker model in that the incoming 
flow o f plasma prevents the outward diffusion of the current sheet and maintains a constant magnetic 
gradient. Since field lines cancel exactly within the diffusion region and no magnetic flux is expelled 
outwards, then this is termed magnetic annihilation.
Models o f this sort can be adapted to study a wide range of phenomena. For example Gratton ei 
al (1988), Phan and Sonnerup (1990) and Jardine ei al (1992) (1993) consider more general types of 
stagnation point flows. Kirkland and Sonnerup (1979) find self-similar solutions for the induction, mass 
continuity, energy and pressure balance equations.
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Num erical Reconnection Experiments
The magnetic reconnection process is not straightforward to model numerically as the mixture of length- 
scales (large length scale of the inflow/outflow regions and small length scale o f current sheets and slow­
mode shocks) requires a lot of effort to resolve the finer details. Numerical models can only examine 
part of a parameter regime and can only apply certain types of boundary conditions so any scaling laws 
deduced may not be applicable to different parameter regimes or different boundary conditions.
Scholer (1989) has shown (in contrast to Biskamp (1986)) that at high magnetic Reynolds numbers 
fast Petschek reconnection can occur when the appropriate boundary conditions are imposed and the 
central current sheet possesses an anomalous resistivity. Forbes k  Priest (1986), Biskamp (1986) and 
Fu k  Lee (1986) have found clear evidence of the slow-mode shock waves.
However, numerical experiments on steady magnetic reconnection (Biskamp (1984) (1986), Forbes 
k  Priest (1982) (1983) (1984), Lee (1986), Lee k  Fu (1986), Fu k  Lee (1986), Scholer (1989)) have 
revealed many new features, namely
1. the inflow is generally not a weak fast-mode expansion,
2. the inflow magnetic field can have strong curvature,
3. there may be jets of plasma along the separatrices,
4. there may be regions of “reversed” current near the ends of the current sheet.
Many time-dependent models of reconnection exist, eg Tsuda k  Ugai (1977) and Hayashi k  Sato 
(1978) use time-dependent codes and find that an initial configuration evolves to a quasi-steady state 
similar to Petschek’s and Deluca k  Craig (1992) and Rickard k  Craig (1993) investigate time-dependent 
reconnection near an x-type neutral point.
Recent Reconnection M odels
Priest and Forbes (1986) produced a unified theory for linear reconnection (linear in the sense that the 
inflow magnetic field is a linear perturbation to a uniform state) by generalising the assumption that 
the inflow is potential. They obtain a continuous series of reconnection regimes with the upper (inflow) 
boundary condition determining which regime is produced. The inflow may have the character of a slow 
mode compression, fast-mode expansion or slow-mode expansion, depending on whether the inflow is 
converging or diverging. This theory was developed by Jardine and Priest (1988a-c) who extended it to 
include compressibility and to allow weakly non-linear inflow by considering the second-order terms.
Separatrix jets have been studied by Habbal k  Tuan (1979), Soward k  Priest (1986) whilst Jardine 
k  Priest (1988d) give physical arguments for the existence of reversed currents.
Priest k  Lee (1990) present a model in which the inflow field has significant curvature and possesses 
plasma jets and reverse current. This model is developed by Strachan and Priest (1994).
Chapter 2
Steady-State Magnetic Annihilation
2.1 Introduction
In this section the equations describing two-dimensional, steady-state, magnetic annihilation models are 
derived from the steady-state MHD equations.
Equations
The dimensionless, steady-state, resistive, viscous MHD equations for an incompressible plasma are
ma (v • V ) v  =  - /?V p  +  j  x B +  ~ V 2v,
^  ^  1 .E - f v x B  =  — j,
Rm
V  x E =  0,
V  B =  0,
V - v  =  0,
j =  V x B.
Assum ptions
The basis of all magnetic annihilation models is the assumption that the magnetic field lines are straight
so that the non-linear magnetic tension term drops out of the equation of motion. Taking the field lines
to be parallel to the x-axis then to satisfy V  • B =  0 they must be of the form
B =  ( B ( y ) , 0 , 0 ) .  (2.1)
The equation of mass continuity, V  • v  =  0, will be satisfied if v  =  V  x ip, where is the stream function. 
Assuming that the flow is two-dimensional gives
v  =  V  x jp (*, y) z =  ( xj>y , - ip Xy 0 ) .  (2.2)
Faraday’s Law
The components o f Faraday’s Law are
dyEg =  0 ,
dxEi =  0,
dxEy -  dy Ex =  0. (2.3)
16
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The first two of these imply that
Eg =  constant =  k.
O h m ’s Law
With B  and v  of the forms (2.1) and (2.2) the components of Ohm’s law are
E& — 0,
Ey — 0,
Ei +  lfrxB =
Rm
The first two of these equations determine E$ and Ey, which now satisfy (2.3) identically. Noting that 
Eg =  k, the third component becomes
—  B' +  f a B  =  - k  (2.4) 
R-m
and since B  is a function of y this equation can only be consistent if
=  /  ( y ) ,
implying that
ip ~ x f ( y )  +  g (y) (2.5)
and reducing (2.4) to
—  B' +  f B  =  - k .
Rm
The Equation of M otion
As the field lines are straight the equation of motion reduces to
Ma (v • V ) v =  - V  ( p V p  +  ^  V 2v.
The pressure terms can be eliminated by taking the curl of this (see appendix A) to produce
I
(v • V ) (x> — (u> • V ) v  =  — V 2u>,
R
where w =  V x v  is the vorticity. Since the model is two-dimensional, u> =  u>z and this simplifies to
(v • V )w  =  - Y V
R.
Substituting v o f the form (2.2) into this equation we find
1
{fpydx Ipx dy ) {ifixx T  ^yy) —  ^ {px "h ®y) { P^xx T  iftyy ) > 
and with ip ° f  the form (2.5) this becomes
((a-’Z  +  9') dx ~ fd y ) { x f "  +  g")  =  ^  (d2 +  <92) (.x f "  +  g")
or
*  Q / (4) +  f f "  -  f f " )  +  ^ (4) +  f g ‘"  -  g ' f "  =  o.
Since /  is a function of y this equation will only be consistent if
^ / (4) +  f f "  -  f f "  =  0,
leaving
-
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Sum m ary
For two-dimensional steady-state magnetic annihilation models where
B =  ( 5  (y) , 0 ,0 )  and v =  ( xpy, - tp x , 0 ) ,  
the MHD equations will be satisfied if
V> =  x f  (y) -j- g (y) ,
1 ,
— B' +  f B  
Rm
i / ( D  +  / "
Xi7(4) +  / « " '  -  / " » '
- k , (2.6)
0 , (2.7)
0 , (2 .8)
R
where the arbitrary constant k is the electric field component in the z direction.
N otes
1. The function g does not appear in the equation for B and has no influence on the magnetic field. 
Accordingly, only the solution g — 0 of equation (2.8) will be considered here.
2. With <7 =  0 the flow becomes v =  ( x f ' , —/ ,  0). Assuming that ug is an odd function (so that only 
the region 0 <  y <  1 has to be considered) gives the boundary condition /(0 )  =  0. Due to the 
non-dimensionalisation process, /  must also satisfy / ( I )  =  1.
3. Similarly, B must satisfy the boundary conditions 5 (0 ) =  0 and 5 (1 ) =  1.
2.2 Sonnerup and Priest Case 
Introduction
Equation (2.7) has the simple solution /  =  y giving ip =  xy  (which is the simple stagnation-point flow 
v =  (x1, — y, 0)) and equation (2.6) becomes
—  5 ' +  yB — —k. (2.9)
Rm
This is the equation examined by Sonnerup & Priest (1975). In this section we solve this equation to
obtain 5  and examine the reconnection rates and the advection process in more detail.
Ideal Solution for the M agnetic Field
Equation (2.9) has two terms on the left-hand side, one resistive and the other advective. If Rm is large, 
the resistive term becomes negligible and the equation reduces to
yB -  - k ,
giving
5  =  - - .  (2.10)
y
This solution, in which only the process of advection acts on the magnetic field, is singular on y — 0, 
giving unphysical behaviour near this line. The unphysical behaviour can only be eliminated if some 
extra, non-ideal, effect becomes important near y =  0 creating a boundary layer.
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Mathematically, we can note that the resistive term, B'/Rm, was dropped on the basis that its 
magnitude is small if Rm is large. With B =  —k/y the resistive term is
± B ' =  1
Rm!/
which is negligible if y and Rm are large but, irrespective of the magnitude of Rm, becomes non-negligible 
close to y =  0.
From these arguments, it can be surmised that the ideal approximation becomes untenable near 
y =  0 and resistive effects become important to create a resistive boundary layer. The large magnetic 
gradients in this boundary layer will give rise to large currents and, consequently, strong ohmic heating. 
The ideal solution, in which advection is dominant and controls the behaviour of the magnetic field, is 
valid outside the boundary layer.
Since (2.10) is valid away from y =  0, the boundary condition 5 (  1) =  1 can be applied to give 
k =  — 1 and so
B =  - .  (2.11)
y
At y =  0 equation (2.9) reduces to
— 5 ' =  k.
Rm
Solving this equation, applying k =  — 1 and the boundary condition 5 (0 ) =  0 yields
B — Rm?/) (2.12)
which is an approximate inner solution for B. The inner solution (2.12) and the outer solution (2.11)
have the same value at y =  Rm2 , giving the patched solution
0 ^ t / < R m2 as Rm -  oo. (2.13)
( l/y Rm2 < y <  1
• . . . . . . —1 This implies that the inner region, where resistive effects are important, is 0 < y <  Rm2 and the outer 
. . — — region, where the advection process dominates, is Rm2 < y <  1.
Note that for a current sheet o f width C the outward diffusion velocity is l /(R m^). If this is balanced
by the inflow v$ =  —y then we must have
y —  =  e>
_ JL
giving t  =  Rm2 • This result for the current sheet width agrees with the analysis above.
Resistive Solution for the M agnetic Field
As shown in appendix D, equation (2.9) has the general solution
B =  c0e~ 2Rm!/2 -  kRmxye~*RmyQM  Q .| > ^ Rm2/2)  > (2-14)
where M  is the confluent hypergeometric Kummer function. Applying the boundary conditions 5 (0 ) =  0 
and 5 (1 ) =  1 gives
Cq — 0, k =    ~tt —  (2.15)
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The asymptotic approximation
M(a,b, z ) z a b as z —*■ oo, (2.17)
can be used on (2.16) to give
B — Rmye~ 2Rm3/2M  Q , as Rm —»■ oo.
If y —> 1 then (2.17) can be used again to give B —+ l/y whereas if y —+ 0 then M (a, b, z) —► 1 as 2 —*■ 0 
can be used to give B  —+ Rmy. This agrees with the patched solution (2.13).
Solution (2.16) gives the results plotted in figure 2.1. Figure 2.1a shows the magnetic field for several 
values o f Rm and we can note that as Rm becomes large the solution contains a boundary layer at y — 0, 
outside which the field behaves like 1 /y.  Figure 2.1b shows the current sheet width (taken to be twice 
the distance from the origin to the point maximum B) as a function of Rm. The gradient of the line in 
this figure is —0.5, indicating that t  varies as R ~ ° -5, in agreement with the arguments of the previous 
section.
Figure 2.1: (a) Magnetic field profile for Rm =  10°, 101, 102, 103 (b) Current sheet width as a function 
of Rm.
Reconnection Rates
The reconnection rate is given by R e =  k and from (2.15) this becomes
Re =  1
Rme~ M  (|, f ,| R m) ' 
Using the asymptotic approximation (2.17) gives
R e  —► 1 as Rm —*■ oo,
which indicates a fast reconnection process.
The ohmic heating rate is
1 f 1
Rn =  —  j 2(lvRm Jo
and since j = ~B'z, this becomes
Jo
Approximating B with the patched solution (2.13) this becomes
Rq, ~  Rtf, +  Rtf i
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where
. 1 »* 1 
Rh =  —  R-m dy =  RmR-m JO
is the ohmic heating rate within the current sheet, and
is the ohmic heating rate in the advection region. As Rm becomes large Rln and R^ are Rm and |Rm 
respectively, suggesting that the ohmic heating in the advection region is just as strong as in the current 
sheet and giving
4 i
R n - * 2 R™ 38 Rm —> oo. (2.18)
Solution (2.16) can be used to numerically calculate the reconnection and ohmic heating rates to 
give the results plotted in figure 2.2. Figure 2.2a shows that R e  tends to one as Rm increases. In figure 
2.2b the gradient of the lines tends to 0.5, showing that Rlu and R^ both vary as rJ,5. These results 
agree with the analytical results above.
Figure 2.2: The reconnection and ohmic heating rates as a function of Rn
From chapter 1, the reconnection rate Rn is related to the actual ohmic heating by
Bovo ,
(-tolo
Rn
where Bo, and Iq are the typical values for the field, velocity and length. Using (2.18) this becomes
4B2vo a
to
3/uq/o
Rr clS Rff!  ^ OO •
and with Bo =  0.05 tesla (500 G), Iq =  107m, vq =  105ms-1 and Rm — 106 ~  1012 we find that
Q ph 1025 ~  1027 watts. Over 102s around 1027 ~  1029 joules of heat will be released. This is more than
observed in a large solar flare but the model is highly idealised.
— 1
Note that the current sheet width varies as Rm2 and thus decreases as Rm becomes large. The MHD 
equations are only valid down to about 100km (mean free path) or 10km (ion gyroradius) and the current 
sheet width in this model will drop below these limits when Rm exceeds 104.
The ohmic heating produced by this model increases with the magnetic Reynolds number. As the 
boundary conditions remain constant the question arises as to where all this energy is coming from?
The Effects of Advection
With the flow v  =  (x, —y, 0) plasma moves along the y-axis according to
dy
dt =  - y ,
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and so the position o f any point in the flow is given by
y =  2/oe_<
where y0 is the initial position. Thus, as shown in figure 2.3, a plasma element that initially lies between 
a and a — 8 will, at time t, lie between ae~t and (a — 8)e~t .
t - 0 Bo t B
J I I i i i i t i i j...... ................................. .......
i f
a a — 8 ae~t (a — 8)e *
Figure 2.3: Movement of a plasma element along the y-axis.
The width o f the plasma element, 8e~*, decreases with time and since the magnetic flux is conserved 
then the magnetic field within the plasma element must increase. If the field within the element at times 
t and t =  0 is B  and Bo then equating magnetic flux gives
B8e“ * =  B08
and hence
B =  Boe1,
showing that the field increases exponentially with time. Since the field lines are being pushed together 
against the force o f magnetic pressure, the flow has to do work on the plasma element. As the magnetic 
energy in the element,
i pae~l -j -|
Em =  ~ B 2d y c * -  (B o e '^ S e -1 =  - B 0V ,
 ^ J(a—5)e_<  ^ "
increases with time then at least some of this work is stored as magnetic energy.
Thus, in the advection region the magnetic field and magnetic energy are increasing because of the 
work done by the flow. Hence, in this model, the energy released through ohmic heating has its origin 
in whatever process is driving the flow. This process drives the flow, which builds up the magnetic field, 
which creates strong currents and gives strong ohmic heating. As Rm becomes larger the extent of the 
advection region increases allowing more work to be done, which explains the increase in ohmic heating 
with Rm.
The Even Solution
The even solution from (2.14) is
B =  -fcRme-"5Rm2/2 
and applying the boundary condition -B(l) =  1 gives
B  =  e | R , n e - i R m * / 2  ( 2 . 1 9 )
Note that
1. as Rm increases, the flux sheet width decreases and the maximum value of the magnetic field rises, 
and
2. although there is no reconnection occurring there are still magnetic gradients giving current and 
ohmic heating.
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The magnetic field (2.19) does not give rise to any electric field and R e is thus zero, reflecting the 
fact that no reconnection is taking place. As
/ l d Id *.2
J -  B — — Rmye2 me * mV
the ohmic heating rate is
Rn =  ~— [  j 2dy =  RmeR,n f y2e~Rmy:idy.
Jo Jo
. . . 1 - 1As shown in appendix H, the integral tends to ^Rm2 as Rm —» 00 and so
1 —i n
Rn —*■ 2 Rm e as Rm -*■ 00 •
This is a very fast ohmic heating rate.
2.3 Jardine Case
The set of equations
i> =  (y) ,
—  B' +  f B  =  - k ,  (2.20)
R-m
i / (4) +  / / ' " - / 7 "  =  0, (2.21)
has been dealt with by several authors. In particular, Jardine et al (1992) solve equation (2.21) by
asymptotic means and find some unusual “cellular” flows where the direction o f Vy changes along the
t/-axis. In this section we follow the same analysis but use slightly different boundary conditions and 
find that cellular flows do not occur.
Equation (2.21) is fourth-order and will be solved subject to the four boundary conditions
/ ( 0) =  0, / " ( 0) =  0, / ( 1) =  1 and f ' ( l )  =  ub. (2.22)
As v  =  ( x f , — / ,  0) and u> =  —x f " z, the first of these boundary conditions comes from requiring v$ to 
be an odd function (so that only the region 0 <  y <  1 has to be considered), the second from requiring 
that there is no vorticity on y =  0, the third comes from non-dimensionalisation and the fourth is a 
boundary condition for v$ on y =  1.
Solution
Looking for asymptotic solutions of the form
/  =  fo +  ~ /1 • • • 
equation (2.21) leads to the zero-order equation
fofo" -  fofo =  0
and first-order equation
/S4) + f o f r + h fi ,"  -  n r , '  -  m  =
Equation (2.23) can be solved to give f o , which then allows equation
(2.23)
0. (2.24)
(2.24) to be solved for f\.
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Boundary Conditions on / 0 and /i
The boundary conditions (2.22) are applied to the zero-order solution and homogeneous boundary con­
ditions applied to all other orders, ie
/o(0) =  fo (0) =  0, / 0(1) =  1, /S (l)  -  ub (2.25)
and
/l(O ) =  f['(  0) =  / i ( l )  =  / { ( l )  =  o. (2.26)
Note that the equation for / 0, (2.23), is third-order and the solution will contain three arbitrary 
constants. Normally it would be impossible to satisfy all four boundary conditions in (2.25) but here, 
because of the nature of equation (2.23), satisfying /o ( 0 )  =  0 automatically gives / q (0 )  =  0 . Hence only 
the three boundary conditions /o ( 0 )  =  0 , / o ( l )  =  1 and /q (1) =  ub have to be considered.
Likewise, the solution for f\ contains three arbitrary constants but, due to the nature of equation 
(2.24), satisfying /i (0 )  =  0 automatically gives /" (0 )  =  0 and so all four boundary conditions in (2.26) 
can be satisfied.
This is an unusual feature of the problem but quite a useful one - normally the asymptotic solution 
would only be able to satisfy the outer boundary conditions, necessitating the calculation of an inner 
solution satisfying the inner boundary conditions and matching the two to give a composite solution. 
Here we are spared the extra work as the asymptotic solution satisfies both inner and outer boundary 
conditions.
The Zero-Order Equation
Dividing the zero-order equation, (2.23), by f 2 produces
± ( ! l
dy V /o
= 0,
which can be integrated to give
fo ~ mfo =  0, (2.27)
where in is an arbitrary constant. This equation has three distinct cases, depending on the sign of m,
and gives the solution
{a0y +  b0 m =  0ao sinh Ay +  bo cosh Ay in > 0 , m — A2
ao sin yy  +  bo cos yy  m <  0, m — —y 2.
Since both the positive and negative square roots of in are incorporated into the solution, A and y  can 
be taken to be positive without any loss of generality.
Applying the boundary conditions /o(0) =  0 and /o ( l )  =  1 determines ao and bo and gives
( y in — 0
m >  0, m =  A2
( T f  m < 0,m  =  - y .
Note that the m =  0 case is the Sonnerup and Priest solution. The third boundary condition, /o ( l )  — ub, 
will now determine the last arbitrary constant, m. With the above solution for f o , '
1 m = 0
f o i l )  =  <! O t a  m > °> m =  A2
t a n h  A 
t a n  n m < 0,   —y 2,
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which is plotted in figure 2.4a as a function of m. The graph has multiple branches and so the boundary 
condition f'Q{ 1) =  Ub can be satisfied by multiple values of m\ m is not determined uniquely. However, 
if we argue that some particular value of iib has to give a stagnation-point flow (where m =  0) then this
is only possible 011 the branch lying between — 7T
( A2 Ub > 1
II 0 ub =  1
U 2 ub <  1
The solution for fo is thus
fo =
s i n h  A y  
s i n h  A
y
s in  f i y
Ub >  1, A/ tanh A =  itj, A > 0
Ub =  1
Ub <  1, n !  tan/i. =  Ub, 0 <  /i <  7r.
(2.28)
Note that since fj, is restricted to lie between zero and tt then fo is always positive on the range 0 <  y <  1. 
This implies that v$ is always negative and, as the flow is always towards the a,*-axis, there can be no 
cellular flows. Figure 2.4b shows the above solution for several values of
Figure 2.4: (a) /o ( l )  as a function of m, (b) solutions for fo for various values of Ub.
sin u.
M agnetic Field
For /  of the form f  =  fo +  fi/R . . .  equation (2.20) becomes
— S ' +  f / o +  B = - *
Rm V R /
and assuming that R Rm this reduces to
B' +  RmfoB  ~  —Rmk.
The solution for fo in (2.28) is slightly involved so the above equation is best solved by means of an 
integrating factor to obtain
B =  -<fcRme - R" /«’ ' « »  f  eR™f° +  co
Jo
Applying the boundary conditions 5 (0 ) =  0, B ( l )  =  1 gives
e-R-„, f f m d t  rv eR™f0( /(Co)dCodc
B = --------- ----------- ^ (2.29)
e-R m f 0 n m  j i  Rm / ;  mo)dtod£ 7
This solution is straightforward to evaluate using numerical integration routines. Figure 2.5 shows 
the magnetic field for several values o f Ub with Rm =  102. It is found that as Rm increases, the maximum
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value o f the magnetic field increases, irrespective of the value of uj. The magnetic energy is thus being 
increased by advection in a similar manner to the Sonnerup and Priest case. The reconnection and 
ohmic heating rates shown in figure 2.5b and c, also behave in the same way as the Sonnerup and Priest 
case with Re tending to one and Ra, scaling as Em.
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Figure 2.5: With Ub — -5 to 7 in steps of 2 (a) the solution for B y (b) the reconnection rate R e and (c) 
ohmic heating rate i?n-
Chapter 3
Time-Dependent Magnetic 
Annihilation
3.1 Introduction
In this section the equations describing two-dimensional, time-dependent, magnetic annihilation models 
are derived from the time-dependent MHD equations.
Equations
The dimensionless, time-dependent, resistive, viscous MIID equations for an incompressible plasma are
<9v
M at + ( v ' v >v
M2
-f3Vp +  j  x B -|-----— V 2v,
R
E +  v x B  =  — i,
R-m
dt ’
V  B =  0,
V  x E
V - v  =  0, 
j  =  V x B.
Assum ptions
Assuming that the field lines are straight simplifies the equation of motion as the non-linear magnetic
tension term drops out. If the field lines are taken to be parallel to the #-axis then V  • B =  0 implies
that they must be of the form
B =  ( B ( y ,  0 , 0 , 0 ) .  (3.1)
Assuming that the flow is two-dimensional, then V  • v =  0 implies that it has the form
v =  V  x xp (x ,y ,t )z  =  ( V 'y.-V ’*. 0 ) .  (3.2)
Faraday’s Law
The components of Faraday’s Law are
dyE£ =  - d tB ' (3.3)
28
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d.Eg =  0
dxEy -  dyEx =  0 (3.4)
The second of these implies that Ei is not a function of x.
O h m ’s Law
With B and v  of the forms (3.1) and (3.2) the components of Ohm’s law are
Ex =  0,
Ey — 0,
Ez +  ipxB — - ~ B y . (3.5)
*tm
The first two of these determine Ex and Ey, which now satisfy (3.4). Since B and Ei are not functions 
of x, the third equation can only be consistent if
A  =  ,
implying that
+  g {y ,t )  (3.6)
and reducing (3.5) to
E s + f B  =  ~ B y.
Itni
Differentiating this with respect to y and using (3.3) yields
1
n B y y  +  f  By +  fyB  — Bt.
Ivm
The Equation of M otion
As the field lines are straight the equation of motion reduces to
dv
M
d t  +  <v V ) v
=  - V  (p V p  +  i s 2j  +
The pressure terms can be eliminated by taking the curl of this (see appendix A) to produce
dco 1
-j— -j- (v  • V ) u> — (u> • V ) v =  — V 2u>
Ot  Ft
where w =  V  x v is the vorticity. Since the model is two-dimensional u> — u>z and this simplifies to
du> ,  1 o+  (v  • V )ui — —V  u>. 
d t  R
Substituting v  of the form (3.2) into this equation gives
dt xx T  ipyy ) T  (lpydx V 
and with -0 of the form (3.6) this becomes
I
(ipXX + + t -  ipxdy) (\pxx +  Xpyy) -  -  (<92 +  dy) (lpxx +  Xpyy)
or
9t  ( x f y y  +  g y y )  +  ( ( x  fy + g  y )  dX ~  f  dy ) ( x f y y  +  g y y ) =  ~  ( ^  +  flj)  ( x f y y  +  g y y )
(1 ^ 1 x [~ fyyyy  "b ffyyy ~ fyfyy ~  fyyt J +  ~ffyyyy “b fdyyy ~ Oyfyy “  (Jyyt — 0.
Since /  and g are not functions of x , this will only be consistent if 
leaving
- f y y y y  "b f f y y y  ~  f y J y y  ~~ f y y t  —■ 0
R 9 y y y y  *b f d y y y  O y f y y  9yy t  — 0-
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Sum m ary
For two-dimensional time-dependent magnetic annihilation models where
B =  ( B (y,t) ,0,0 ) and v =  V  x ip (x, y ,t)  z =  ( ipy , —ipx , 0 ),  
the MHD equations are satisfied if
= xf(y, t )  +  g(y, t) ,
——B y y + f B y + f y B  — Bt ,
l
r fyyyy “t  ffyyy ~ fyfyy ~  fyyt — (3-7)Jtv.
~9yyyy  T f9yyy  ~  fyyOy ~  9yyt — 0. (3.8)
Simple Solutions
Since g does not influence the magnetic field only the solution g =  0 of equation (3.8) will be considered. 
Equation (3.7) has the simple solution f yy =  0, implying that /  =  v(t)y +  u>(t), where v(t) and w(t) are
arbitrary functions determined by the boundary conditions. Taking tu( )^ — 0, the set of equations in
the summary reduce to
1
ip =  v (t) xy  and — Byy +  v (t) yBy -f v (t) B — Bt.
Rm
These are the equations considered in the rest of this chapter. Note that with ip — v{t)xy  the plasma 
flow will be v  =  v(<)(a:, —y, 0), which is a time-modulated stagnation-point flow.
3.2 Solution on an Infinite Interval 
Introduction
In this section magnetic annihilation on an infinite interval is examined. This is slightly simpler than a 
finite interval as the boundary conditions are easier. The problem may be expressed as
— Byy +  v(t)yBy +  v(t)B =  Bt — oo <  y < oo 0 <  t <  oo (3.9)
Rm
B (y ,  0) =  B0 (y) -  oo <  y <  oo, (3.10)
where Bo (y) is an initial condition and v(t) is a prescribed function.
Simplifying the Equation for B
Equation (3.9) is already in canonical form but the term involving yBy can be eliminated by a change 
o f variable. Changing from y,t  to y ( y , t )  , r ( y , t )  the equation becomes
Rm
or
(jyyBy  +  ryyB r +  JyByy +  2yyryBir +  ry B TT) +  vy (7yB1 +  ryB T) +  vB =  j tBy +  TtB7
~  (7%Byy +  27y TyB1T +  r^BTT) +  B y ( +  vyjy  -  y t J +  Bt ( J 2- +  vyry -  rt ) +  vB =  0.
R-m \ /  \ /
If r  =  r(t)  and 7 (y ,t)  =  yg{t) then this reduces to
1
g Byy +  yBy (vg -  g) -  rB T + v B  =  0. 
Rm
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Choosing g and r  to satisfy vg — g — 0 and f  =  g2 reduces this even further to
1 v Byy '— B t “1----“ B =  0. (3.11)
R-m g
Since v/g2 can be regarded as a. function of r  this equation is separable and is thus easier to deal with 
than the original, (3.9).
Note that for a given v(t), the new variables are y =  yg (t ) and r (2) where
§  =  . ,  (3.12)
and
%  =  (3.13)
For convenience, suppose initial conditions of </(0) =  1 and r(0) =  0 so that initially r  =  0, y — y and 
the initial condition (3.10) becomes
B (7 , t  =  0) =  B0 (y ) . (3.14)
Solving for B
Equation (3.11) and initial condition (3.14) form a problem very similar to that of solving the heat 
equation on an infinite interval. Many of the techniques developed to solve the heat equation can also 
be used here. Following Chester (1971), looking for solutions to equation (3.11) of the form B(y,t)  =  
Y  (y)T(t ) leads to
Y "  T v  
R mY T  +  ~g2 ~  1
which implies that
Y "  t  v_ _  =  A and =  (3.15)
where A is an arbitrary constant.
The equation for T  can be integrated to give
logT  — J —^ dr =  AT
Using equation (3.13) this becomes
l o g T -  vdt — A t
and using equation (3.12) gives
Hence
logT
I
f - dg =  At. 
J 9
T =  geXr.
The equation for Y  in (3.15) has the solutions
Y  —
Assuming that the initial magnetic field is not growing exponentially with y  implies that A is not positive 
and so A =  — y ? , giving
x
Y  =  e±*/‘R-m7
Allowing (i to take on all real values from —oo to oo, the solution el,iRmy is sufficient and it is not 
necessary to consider e-,/lR ™7.
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Putting together the solutions for Y  and T, we find that a solution for B is
B { 7 , r) =  g e -^ T + ^ i - y .
Since equation (3.11) is linear, these solutions can be superimposed to give the more general solution
/ +°° i
(3.16)
•  OO
where b is an arbitrary function of //. Satisfying the initial condition (3.14) requires that
/ +oo A
b (A4) eillK"''<d/i =  Bo (7 )
‘ OO
. . _ JLand, after the simple transformation p =  Rm// to obtain
/ + o ° Ab (p )e Hndp =  Rm Bq (7) ,
-O O
the Fourier inversion formula can be used to give
r+00
i 0 i ) = 2or
2 r+°°o    OO 1
»(/<) =  - & J  n  S o ( f ) e - " ‘R« d « .
Substituting this into (3.16) gives
„ p  2  f + O O  f + O O  i
B (7,T) =  j  J So ( 0  e - “ ’ - W W - ^ d t d p .
Since // occurs only in the exponential the integral over // can be evaluated. To do this first complete 
the square in the exponent by writing
- p 2r  -  i//Rm (£ -  7 )
so that
i  . i  £ — 7 
flT 2 +  ///Rm
2r 2
Rm (£ ~  7) 
A t
B ( 7 ,r )  =  ^  J +*° B0 (O e-K-^dZ J +e H  (3.17)
J — oo
In the integral
I
OO
let
i  ^ * (£ — t )
Z — fJ T 2 Rm --------
2r 2
to obtain / oo-fie 2
e z dzy
- o o + i f  ,
A i
where e — Rm(( — 7 ) / ( 2rs ) .  Since the integrand is analytic and tends to zero as \Re z j—* oo the 
integration path can be moved back to the real axis to obtain
= t ' 4  L
+  CO
- 2 -  , 1 _  Ae dz — 2 t 2.
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Equation (3.IT) thus becomes
l>+00
=  (3.18)
2T27T2 J — oo
To show more clearly that this tends to the initial state as r  —» 0, a change of variables, from £ to 
e =  — y ) / ( 2 \ f r )  can be made, to give
which at r  =  t =  0 is
p ' f - C O  . ^ *
B ( y , T )  =  —T B 0 ( y +  2er%Rm*) e ~ £2de,
7T2 J -o o  '  '
B ( y , 0 )  =  y~^r-B0 (y) [  e ~ £*dc.
7T 2 J — oo
Since <7(0) =  1 and the integral evaluates to ir% this reduces to B(y, 0) =  Bo(y) or B(y, 0) =  Bo(y), as 
required.
Solution (3.18) is exact, analytical, and gives the time-evolution of an initial magnetic field Bo under 
any time-modulated stagnation-point flow.
Diffusion and Advection Regions
The solution (3.18) is difficult to analyse due to its integral form, but it can be approximated under 
some circumstances.
The major contribution to the integral in equation (3.18) comes from near the point £ =  7 where 
the exponent is close to zero. Changing from £ to e — ^/y gives
B (71 r) -  f B0 (ye) de.
27T2T2 7_oo
If 72/  (4r) is large, ie if 72 > 4r or, since 7 =  yg, if
y2 > (3.19)
4r 
9
then Laplace’s method (which says that
/ ' ( * ■ * * > * "  [v -w .
where x  is large and h(t) has a turning point at i =  c) can be used to obtain
27T
B ( y , l ) a g B 0 (-i). (3.20)
Note that if the diffusion term in the original equation for B , (3.9), is considered to be negligible, 
then solving the resulting first-order partial differential equation by the method o f characteristics and 
applying the initial condition B (y, 0) =  Bq (y) gives
B  =  e f " U d,B0 ( y e f ’ W )  =  gB0 ( y ) .
This is the same as (3.20) and hence (3.19) splits the infinite interval into two regions, one in which 
diffusion is negligible and advection determines the magnetic field according to (3.20), and the other in 
which diffusion is important.
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Reconnection Rate
The current is given by j  =  —dyB  and differentiating (3.18) with respect to y gives
,2„ f  />+oo
.  <TRm /* Q /fW4. N _ r mLLzys£
3 =    I  -3- B o ( 0 ( € - y 9 ) e ir d£-Ax2r 2 y_oo
Since the magnetic field is zero on y =  0, the reconnection rate Re — j np/R-m is
/i2n 2 /* + CO o
RB =  j ~ r ^  B o « ) f e - R" fe <ie.47T2r2 J-OO
and integrating by parts gives
o2 /‘+°° „ ,3
, B'0 K ) c - R" f c ^ .
2R,n^2r 3 «/-oo
If Rm/(4 r )  is large then the integral can be approximated by Laplace’s method to obtain
R e =  R - y £ o ( 0) ,
which is a slow reconnection rate. However, this result is not valid when r is large.
Steady Flow
For the case of steady flow where v(t) =  constant =  1, equations (3.12) and (3.13) with the boundary 
conditions (/(0) =  1, r (0) =  0 have solutions
g -  et and r  =  -  (e2t -  l )  .
Using these in (3.19) and (3.20) we find that the advection region is given by
y2 > 2 (l — e~2t) (3.21)
and the magnetic field in the advection region is
B =  e'Bo {ye*) . (3.22)
The first of these, (3.21), implies that in the limit of large f, the diffusion region is y <  \/2 and thus 
diffusion effects are confined to a small layer near y =  0. In the second, (3.22), supposing that Bo ~  y~n 
as y —► oo gives
B =  y~ne^ ~ n^.
This is a curious result as it implies that if n <  1 advection causes the field to decay exponentially in
time, if n >  1 advection causes the field to increase exponentially in time and if n — 1 the advected field
does not change in time. In particular, the exponential increase of field will build up large magnetic 
gradients giving rise to large ohmic heating rates.
Investigating the General Solution
In this section the three initial conditions
d y o y a d 77B0 =  — — tt , B0 =  — — r— and B0 =
1 +  y2 ’ 1 +  y21 1 +  y1-9
are examined to determine their effect on the reconnection rates. Close to the origin all these initial 
conditions behave like y while further away from the origin they behave like y- 1 , y-11  and y-0,9.
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V t t
Figure 3.1: For the initial condition Bo =  y /(  1 +  y2) (a) The magnetic field (b) some characteristics of 
the magnetic field, and (c) the reconnection and ohmic heating rates.
With B0 — y/( 1 +  y2) and Rm =  1 the solution (3.18) is evaluated numerically and gives the results 
plotted in figure 3.1. Figure 3.1a shows the magnetic field at several times, figure 3.1b shows the 
peak magnetic field, the current sheet width and the magnetic energy of the evolving magnetic field as 
functions of time and figure 3.1c shows the reconnection and ohmic heating rates as functions of time. 
From these results it is apparent that a steady state is reached.
Figure 3.2 shows results for the initial condition Bq =  y / ( l  +  y21) with Rm =  1. As suggested in the 
previous section the magnetic field in the advection region decays away, decreasing the current within 
the diffusion region and the reconnection rate. Note that the current sheet width remains constant for 
large t , as expected.
V t t
Figure 3.2: For the initial condition B0 — y/{ 1 -f y21) (a) The magnetic field (b) some properties of the 
magnetic field, and (c) the reconnection and ohmic heating rate.
Figure 3.3 shows results for the initial condition B o  =  y / ( l  +  y1 9) with Rm =  1. As expected, the 
magnetic field in the advection region increases rapidly, building up large gradients within the diffusion 
region and increasing the reconnection and ohmic heating rates. Note that the current sheet width again 
remains approximately constant.
Plasm a Flow and Advection
As shown above, advection of the initial magnetic field leads to a variety of effects and it is necessary 
to determine why this is happening. During magnetic advection the frozen-in condition applies and the 
magnetic flux in any element of plasma is conserved. If v =  ( x , — y, 0) then plasma moves along the 
y-axis according to dy/dt =  —y and its position is thus y =  yoe~t where yo is its initial position. Hence, 
as shown in figure 3.4, a plasma element which at a time to lies between y — a and y =  a +  6, will at 
time t =  0 have been lying between y =  aeto and y =  (a -f- 8)eto.
If the magnetic field in the element at t — 0 is 1 /y ’1 and at time t is B, then conservation of flux
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y i
Figure 3.3: For the initial condition Bo =  y/( 1 +  y1'9) (a) The magnetic field (b) some properties of the 
magnetic field, and (c) the reconnection and ohmic heating rates.
t =  0 Bo t = t o B
Figure 3.4: Movement of a plasma element along the y-axis.
gives
B8 =
(aet )n
Se (3.23)
B =
an
showing that the behaviour of the advected field depends on the value of n.
Physically, equation (3.23) is showing that
1. due to the initial condition, the magnetic field passing through y — a is falling off as e~nt, and
2. due to the plasma flow, the flux element in which the magnetic field lies is being “compressed” 
(the field lines being piled together) by a factor of e*.
Depending on the value of n, these two effects will either balance or one will dominate the other.
If the field is increasing then the magnetic energy within the plasma element is also increasing. This 
energy increase comes from work done on the element by the flow. This implies that the energy released 
by reconnection is derived from whatever process is driving the flow as well as the initial magnetic field.
3.3 Finite Interval with a Steady Plasma Flow 
Introduction
In this section it is assumed that v (t) — 1 and we examine magnetic annihilation in a finite interval of 
space, —1 < y < 1, with prescribed boundary and initial conditions. As the magnetic field is assumed 
to be an odd function, only the range 0 <  y < 1 need be considered and the lower boundary condition 
taken to be B(0 , t )  =  0. This problem is then
— Byy +  yBtJ +  B =  Bt 0 < y <  1 0 < f < oo, (3.24)
R-m
with initial condition
B (y, 0) =  Bo (y) 0 < y < l  (3.25)
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and boundary conditions
5 ( 0 , 0  =  0, 5 ( 1 , / )  =  Bb ( / ) .  (3.26)
As equation (3.24) is linear, this problem can be split into two parts, namely an initial condition problem,
in which equation (3.24) is solved subject to
5 ( y , 0 )  =  5 o (y) ,  5 ( 0 , 0  =  0, 5 ( 1 , 0  =  0
and a boundary condition problem, in which equation (3.24) is solved subject to
5 ( y , 0 )  =  0, 5 ( 0 , 0  =  0, 5 ( 1 , 0  =  5 6( 0 .
The sum of the solutions of these two problems gives a solution of (3.24) which satisfies the initial
condition (3.25) and the boundary conditions (3.26).
Initial Condition Subproblem
For the first of these subproblems, looking for separable solutions of the form 5  (y , t) =  Y  (y ) T  (/) leads 
to
1 Y "  Y ‘ „ T
Rm y  +  V Y + 1 T  A’
where A is an arbitrary constant.
The spatial dependence is given by
— Y "  +  yY' +  { l -  X)Y  =  0,
R-m
which, as shown in appendix C, has general solution
y  =  ae~^R'ny2M  Q a ,  i ,  +  bye~*Rmy2M  Q  +  ^A, ^Rmy2j  .
The time dependence is given by
l =T  ’
which has solution
T =  cext.
The general solution to equation (3.24) is thus
=  E eA‘ ~*R“ !' ’  ° * M  Q a ' 5 ’ 5 r "’ !'2)  +  !,« m
Satisfying the lower boundary condition, 5 (0 , / )  =  0, is only possible if a\ =  0 and so the solution 
becomes
5  (y, /) =  Y ^ e Xt- XRmy2bxy M  Q  +  \ ^ W Rmy2 )^ '
Applying the upper boundary condition, 5 (1 , / )  =  0, leads to
I  ( l  +  | A , | , i a m) = 0 ,
which is only possible if
w(H 4 K)=°- (3-2r)
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This equation will be satisfied by certain values of A, denoted by An. The solution then becomes
B (y , i )  =  ( ±  +  k „ ,  i Rm!k  . (3.28)
n =  0 A '
To satisfy the initial condition, we must have
Bo(y) =  Y ,  bne - i K~»’ yM  Q +  i,\ „, 2 , i Rm„ 2)  .
As shown in appendix E, this equation can be multiplied by yM  (~ +  |A„, | ,iR my2) and integrated 
from 0 to 1 to give
b _  fp 5 0 (y) yM  (| +  |An, f , | rmy2) dy 
H fo1 e ~ i Rmy2y2M 2 (| +  |A„, f , ±Rmy2) d y ’ 
which completes the solution of the initial condition problem.
Large Rm
The asymptotic approximation M(a.,b>z) —* Y(b)ez za~b/Y{a) as 2 —* 00 suggests that as Rm becomes 
large equation (3.27) becomes
r (*  +  P )  V2
which can only be satisfied if
^ +  ^A =  —n n =  0, 1, 2, 3 . . .
implying that
An —> — 2n — 1 n =  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . . .  as Rm —» 00. (3.29)
The numerical results plotted in figure 3.5a, in which Ao, Ai and A3 tend to -1, -3 and -5 as Rm increases,
confirm this behaviour.
This result implies that the functions M {~  +  |A, f , |Rmy2) tend to M ( —n, |, |Rmy2) as Rm becomes
large. Since, when n is a positive integer and b is non-integer,
1=0
we thus obtain
M  ^ 2  d" 2 ’ 2Rm  ^ J * (3) n! \2 Rm^  /  aS Rm * ° °  (3.30)
This result appears to contradict the boundary condition M(-g -f ^A, |, ^Rm) =  0. However numerical 
solutions (an example of which is plotted in figure 3.5b for Ao) show that the the result is correct and 
that a boundary layer forms at y =  1 ensuring that the boundary condition is satisfied. The thickness 
of this boundary layer decreases as Rm increases.
Making use of (3.29) and (3.30) the solution (3.28) becomes
-+ Y ,  bn' h v ^ i e~(2n+1)f~^Rmy3y Q r .!!? /2!  as Rm -> 00,
n=:0 V2/n *  ^ '
where the bn are determined by the initial condition. After a few time intervals the higher-order com­
ponents die away to leave
B (y, t) »  boe~t~^Rmy2y. (3.31)
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Figure 3.5: (a) Ai, A2, A3 as functions of Rm (b) M {\  +  |A0, §, |Rm//) for several values of Rr
Now
b -  yM  ( I  +  I AQ’ I ' I r ^^2) dV
fo e~XRmy2y2M 2 ( |  +  | A 0, § , - | r my2) dy
and using (3.30) this becomes
fo Bq ( y )  ydy 
fo e ~ iRm,y2y2dy
CIS R'lTl  ^ OO ■
The top line evaluates to some constant and, as shown in appendix H, the bottom line tends to Rm2 
and so
3
b0 —> CoRm as Rm —► oo.
Equation (3.31) thus becomes
B (y , t ) =  c0R&ye~t~ XR™y\  (3.32)
This is an interesting result as it implies that every initial condition eventually ends up behaving in the 
same manner. The only influence the initial condition has is to change the value o f Co.
Reconnection and Ohmic Heating Rates 
From (3.32) the current j  =  —dyB  is
j  -  coR,|e_<“ ^RmJ/2 ( r my2 -  1) ,
which implies that i  (the current sheet width, taken to be the distance between y — 0 and the point 
where j  =  0) is
£ =  Rm’ .
The maximum value of B occurs at y =  I and, from (3.32), is
Bmax ~  B  (t/, /) — CoRmC 2 .
The reconnection rate is
R e  -  — j  (0, t) =  cQe *r& 
Rm
and the ohmic heating rate is
Rfi —  fR-m JQ j 2dy =  c%e 2tRm
As shown in appendix H
ldy -> Rm5 , 
as Rm tends to oo and hence
Jo
f e- R'"y2 (r^xj4 -  2R m y 2 +  1)  dy. 
Jo
e-R»»
J 0
p i  1 3
j  e - K ™ y 2y 2 d y  - »  — Rm2 and y dy —► -R
R a 2
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Boundary Condition Subproblem
Taking the Laplace transform of equation (3.24) and applying the homogeneous initial condition gives
—  Byy 4- yB y +  (1 -  s) 5  =  0,
K-m
which (see appendix C) has solution
B (y , s )  = a ( s ) e ~ ^ Rmy2M  +  b (s) e~ XRmy2yM  Q  +  ^s, | , ^Rmt/2 j  .
The transformed boundary conditions are
5 ( 0 , s )  =  0 and 5  (1, s) =  Bb (s) .
Applying the first of these gives a (s) =  0 and applying the second gives
b (s) =  Bb ____________
e ~ i R m y M  ( i  +  § s ,  § , ±R m)
and so _
B , s Bl ( s ) y e ~ i K^ M  (A +  f , ARmi;2)
ty' S) e- i R , „ M ( A  +  i Sl§,lRn,) ■
Having found B  (y, s), B  (y , t ) can be obtained through the reverse transform, ie
5  (2/, i) =  2Vi Jp eS%B (y> S) ds’
where P  is a path in the complex plane that encloses all the singularities of the integrand. Using complex 
variable theory this solution can be written in a more practical form as
B ( y , t ) =  residues of esiB (y, s) .
3.4 Finite Interval with a Time-Modulated Flow
In this section we consider magnetic annihilation in a. finite interval o f space with a time-dependent 
stagnation-point flow. This problem can be written as
1
—  Byy +  V  (t) yBy +  V  (t) B  =  Bt 0 < y < l  0 < t <  oo, (3.33)
R-m
subject to initial condition
B (y ,0 )  =  Bo (y) 0 < 1/ < 1 (3.34)
and boundary conditions
5 ( 0 , / )  =  0 5  (1,Z) =  Bb ( t ) . (3.35)
Equation (3.33) has already been solved for an infinite interval with prescribed initial condition and 
it was found that away from the origin, the behaviour of the magnetic field is controlled by magnetic 
advection.
Consider the finite interval to be a small section, [0,1], o f the infinite interval. By taking the initial 
condition on ( —00, 00) to be an odd function, the lower boundary condition in (3.35) is satisfied. By 
choosing the initial condition on [0,1] to be Bq (y) the initial condition (3.34) is satisfied. By carefully 
selecting the initial condition on ( l ,oo) ,  so that when it is advected the behaviour at y =  1 mimics 
Bb (/), the upper boundary condition in (3.35) will be approximately satisfied. In this way the infinite
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interval solution can supply an exact solution to equation (3.33) with an exact initial condition, exact 
lower boundary condition and approximate upper boundary condition.
The magnetic field under advection is given by
B (y ,t)  =  g (t )  Bo (yg (*)) where g ( t ) - e f v^ dt, 
so, to mimic the upper boundary condition, we require
9 (0  Bo (9 ( /))  =  Bb (t ) ,
which implies that
yBo (y) =  Bb {g~x (y)) , 
where g~x is the inverse function of g. Hence
B0 (y) =  ^ B b (g~x (y))
is the required initial magnetic field.
This method for finding the solution on a. finite interval is very powerful. Not only is it an exact 
solution with a good approximation to the boundary condition, but by relating the boundary condition 
on the finite interval to the initial condition on the infinite interval, use can be made of the investigation 
of the effect of different initial conditions on the magnetic field evolution already carried out. Thus it is 
possible to say which boundary conditions on the finite interval will lead to a steady state, which will 
cause it to increase and which will cause it to decay away.
Note that the approximation to the boundary condition will not be very good if the diffusion region 
spreads out and reaches the outer boundary. This will happen when v has been small or zero for any 
length o f time.
Also note that if v is zero for any length of time then the function g will have no inverse. This problem 
can be overcome by switching to solving the diffusion equation, to which equation (3.33) reduces, during 
these periods.
3.5 Self-Similar Solutions
A self-similar solution of a partial differential equation is a type of solution in which one of the indepen­
dent variables only appears in one particular combination with another. Physically these solutions occur 
when the system lacks a natural length scale, so they can be expected to exist far from any boundaries 
where the effect of boundary conditions is minimal. Starting with
—  Byy  +  v(t ) yBy  - f  v( t )B  =  B t ,
R-m
then looking for self-similar solutions of the form
B (y , t )  =  B (e (y , t ) )
leads to
£-2 €« y ^ + 5  =  0,- ^ - 5 " +  5 ' ( y cy +  -  
RmU V R , V  V
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to e. If this equation is to be solvable then both the 
coefficients of B"  and B ‘ must be functions of e. For simplicity we can assume that e has a separable 
form, ie c (y ,t )  =  T(t)Y(y),  so that the above equation becomes
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To simplify this we can assume that
(T Y 1)2 =
v
Rearranging this into Y' =  v a j T  we obtain
,  V 2y  =  A and —  =  A,
where A is an arbitrary constant. These give
1 I C ly  =  Ay +  C, T  =  i>2/A and hence e =  2 +  — v 2,
/\
where c is another arbitrary constant. Equation (3.36) then becomes
+  5  =  0.1 _ 2 . \  1 _ 3  . Cy [ v 2 — —v 2v } - v  2v——  B "  +  B 1 
R-m
The only way for the coefficient of 5 '  to be a function of e is if c =  0 and v% — ^v~%v =  m>i, where 
is arbitrary. This then gives
and -^—B "  +  neB1 +  5  =  0.2(?i — 1)/ +  m Rr
Note that if n — 1 the flow is steady state. As shown in appendix C, the equation for 5  has general 
solution
B = aM (b i-nRm£2) + (1 + b  -nR”’£2) ■
or, since e =  y v * ,
5  =  ftM
This will only satisfy the boundary condition 5 (0 ) =  0 if a =  0, and so
35  =  p y v 2 M  Q  +  ~  , -n R mvy2
As this solution supposedly exists far from the outer boundary then there is no boundary condition to 
determine j3. Note that for the case of steady flow, where n — 1, this solution has the same form as the 
Sonnerup and Priest annihilation solution.
The reconnection rate RE =  j np/Rm =  - d tJB(0, t)/Rm given by the above solution is
Re =  ^  -  ~ 0Rm [2(n -  1)/ +  m] Rm '
If the flow is steady-state, with n =  1, then the reconnection rate decreases with Rm in contrast to 
the Sonnerup and Priest solution where it tends to a constant. This is due to the difference in outer 
boundary conditions.
3.6 Time-Dependent Diffusivity 
Introduction
In previous sections the diffusivity, ?/, has been taken to be a constant. Physically, this is not strictly 
true as 77 may vary both in time and in space. In this section we follow a suggestion of Martin Ileyn 
and consider 77 to be a function o f time so that the induction equation becomes
7-t^ - B yy +  v (t) yBy +  v (/) 5  =  Bt. (3.37)
Rm
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Changing the time variable from t to T (t )  gives
V(T) Byy + vyBy + vB — TBt
or
Choosing
which defines T  as
gives
1 v T
 Byy H yBy  “| B  —  B t  •
Rm yy y y y
T =  J n d t ,
1 _  V  ^  V  „  „
~ B yy +  z yBy +  Z B t 'Km '/ 'I
l
Byy +  v*yBy +  v*B — Bt -
This equation has the same form as the equations obtained earlier when diffusivity was considered to 
be constant. A simple change of variables thus leads to an equation that has already been studied and 
solved.
R
Advection versus Diffusion
From our previous work it is known that balancing constant diffusion against a steady inflow gives a 
steady-state magnetic field. Intuitively therefore, it is to be expected that a steady-state magnetic field 
can be obtained by balancing a time varying flow against time varying diffusion.
If B  is in a steady state and is not a function of t then equation (3.37) becomes
1^ ^ B y y  +  V  ( / )  yB y +  V  (t) B  =  0,
R-m
which can only be consistent if
17 (*) =  v(t)
leaving
—  B "  +  yB' +  5  =  0.
R-m
This equation is exactly the same as that determining the magnetic field in the Sonnerup and Priest 
case and has the same solution.
Chapter 4
Magnetic Annihilation in a 
Compressible, Inviscid Plasma
4.1 Introduction
Many annihilation and reconnection models assume, for simplicity, that the plasma is incompressible. 
In this section we examine annihilation models where the plasma density is allowed to vary spatially. 
Viscous effects are assumed to be negligible and the fluid flow, magnetic field and plasma density are 
taken to be of the form
v =  ( t i ( * , y ) >v ( * , y ) , 0 ) ,  B =  ( B ( j / ) , 0 , 0 )  and p =  p (x ,y ) .  (4.1)
Equations
The dimensionless, steady-state, resistive, inviscid MHD equations are
Ma/9 (v  • V ) v  =  - V  ( ( 3 p + ^ B 2^ + ( B - V ) B ,
V - ( p v )  =  0,
T ,  ^  1 •E +  v  x B =  — j,
R-m
V x E =  0 ,
j =  V x B ,  '
V - B  =  0.
Faraday’s Law 
\
With v and B of the forms (4.1) the components of Faraday’s law are
dyE~ =  0, 
dxEi =  0,
dxEy -  dyEx -  0. (4.2)
The first two of these imply that Eg =  constant =  k.
44
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O h m ’s Law
With v  and B of the forms (4.1) the components of Ohm’s law are
Es, =  0,
Ey  =  0 ,
r, r, 1Eg — vB =  B .
R-m
The first two of these specify E x and Ey (which now satisfy (4.2)) and the third becomes
— B' -  vB  =  - k .  (4.3)
R)n
Since B  is only a function of y this equation can only be consistent if v =  v (y).
Equation of M ass Continuity
With v  and p as in (4.1), the equation of mass continuity reduces to
dx (pu) +  dy (pv) =  0. (4.4)
Equation of M otion
The assumption of straight field lines reduces the equation of motion to
ma P (v • V ) v  =  ~ v  ( pp  +  \ b22
the components of which are
m\ p {udx +  vdy)u  =  - d x (dp  +  ~ B ‘
M.\p(udx +  vdy)v  =  - d y (ftp +  .
The pressure terms can be eliminated by differentiating the first of these with respect to y, differentiating 
the second with respect to x and subtracting to give
dy [p (udx +  vdy) w] -  dx [p (udx +  vdy) v] =  0.
Since v is only a function of y this simplifies to
dy (puux +  pvu.y) -  vvy px =  0. (4.5)
Sum m ary
Equation (4.3) determines B once v is known and equations (4.4) and (4.5) form a pair of coupled non­
linear partial differential equations in three unknowns, p, u and v. This set of equations is incomplete 
and to avoid the complexity of including an energy equation and equation of state we shall specify one 
o f the velocity components. As in the earlier annihilation models, it will be assumed that v(x, y) — —y.
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4*2 Assumptions
Looking for solutions o f the form
P (x ,y )  =  p (y )  and u (x, y) -  x f  (y)
reduces the coupled partial differential equations (4.4) and (4.5) to the coupled ordinary differential 
equations
Pf  +  dy (pv) =  0, 
dy (p f 2 +  p v f )  =  0,
p f  +  p'v +  pv' =  0,
f  +  v f  =
p
where ko is an arbitrary constant. Dividing the first of these equations by vp gives
/  pf v'
I 1 — 0,
v p v
which can be integrated to produce
f  f— dy +  log pv =  const,
J v
or
pv =  kie - f f/vdy, 
where k\ is an arbitrary constant. The coupled equations thus become
pv =  ki e - f f/vdy,
f  +  v f  =
P
These equations should have as a special case the incompressible solution where v =  —y, f  — 1 and 
p — 1. This is only possible if Ar0 =  1 and k\ =  — 1, giving
pv =  _ e-  
f  +  v f  =
p
The first of these equations hints at singularities in p where v =  0. To help avoid this let
f  =  - v '  +  g(y)  (4.6)
so that the equations become
p =  _ e~ f a / v d y t 
v' 2 -  ‘Iv'g +  g2 +  v ( - v "  +  g') =  I
To simplify these let
r  =  ~ e f  9/v dy
(4.7)
(4.8)
implying that
r' = - r
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and so
vr' . v'r' vr" v 'r '2
Q - —  and g — ------- 1 r - .  (4.9)r r r r2
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.7) gives
r
2v'vr' (  v'r' vr" \ 1v' *  y v - v "  H----------1--------------=  -
r \ r r J p
(4.10)
Eliminating p between these produces
v2r"  — vv'r' +  (y' 2 — vv" )  r — r2 =  0. (4-11)
If v is now specified we have an equation which can, in principle, be solved for r. The density is then
given by (4.10) and /  is obtained from (4.6) with (4.9).
The assumption that v — —y reduces (4.11) to
y2r" -  yr' +  j* — r2 =  0 (4-12)
and we can note that
• this is a second-order non-linear ordinary differential equation for r,
• there is a trivial solution of ?* =  1 which corresponds to the incompressible case,
• the equation has even solutions with r ( —y) =  r (y) ,
• at y =  0 this equation reduces to r — r2 =  0 implying that r =  0,1. Since p =  1 /r ,  having r — 0 is
obviously unphysica.1 and so 7’ (0 )  =  1.
4.3 Analytical Solution
Since (4.12) has even solutions, it need only be solved in the range 0 <  y <  oo. For y >  0 let y =  e* so 
that
d_ _  l d _  _  _ l _ d _  1 d2
dy y dt' dy2 y2 dt y2 dt2
and the equation becomes
f  — 2 r +  7* — r2 =  0. (4.13)
Information about solutions of this lion-linear equation can be obtained through phase plane techniques.
Letting s =  r gives the almost-linear autonomous system
i=L_r+r», (4-i4>
which has critical points at (?•, s) =  (0, 0) and ( 1, 0).
Close to the critical point (0,0) the system (4.14) reduces to
r =  s, 
s — 2 s — r,
which, as shown in appendix I, has the phase plane sketched in figure 4.1a.
For the critical point (1,0), changing coordinate system to ?q =  7’ — 1 transforms (4.14) to
?’i =  s,
s =  2s +  ?’i +  r2.
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Figure 4.1: Phase plane near (r,s) =  (0,0) and (1,0).
Close to the origin this reduces to
j;i =  s,
S — 2s +  7*1,
which, as shown in appendix J, has the phase plane sketched in figure 4.1b. Note that the trajectories 
through the origin have gradients 1 ±  y/2.
The phase plane for the almost-linear system (4.14) is obtained by “merging together” these two to 
obtain the phase plane sketch shown in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Phase plane for the almost-linear autonomous system.
The trajectories shown in this figure represent all the possible solutions of (4.13). Physically relevant 
solutions must
1. have 7’ >  0 for all t (since p — 1 /?* must be positive) and
2. tend to 1 as t —oo (since r =  1 at y =  0).
Only the asterisked trajectory meets both these requirements and is therefore the only physically relevant 
solution.
Boundary Conditions
Equation (4.13) is a second-order differential equation and its solution contains two arbitrary constants 
which will be determined by boundary conditions. In looking for an even solution we have effectively 
imposed the condition r'(0) =  0. Since r is related to both the density and the E-component of velocity, 
the other boundary condition can be either p{ 1) or U£(0, 1).
A sym ptotic Solution as y —> 0
As t tends to —oo (and hence y tends to zero) the asterisked solution becomes
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Substituting s =  r into this ancl solving gives
r —> 1 +  £e(1+v^ ) ‘ as y -> 0, 
where i  is an arbitrary constant. In terms of the original variable, y, this is
l+\/2 as j/ —> 0. (4.16)
The arbitrary constant t  will be determined by the boundary condition on p or v$.
Asym ptotic Solution as y —> oo
From (4.14)
ds s „  r2 —
—  =  t =  2 H--------
dr r s
and so
,2ds . r— s- 2 -+• —
ar s as ?• —> oo. (4.17)
As 7* becomes large, r2/s tends to either a constant or infinity. 
Assuming that r2/s tends to a constant then (4.17) becomes
ds
dr
2 +  cq as 7’ —> oo
with solution
However, this result gives
s —► (2 -{- co) r +  ci as r oo.
as r —^ oo.
s (2 -+■ Co) r +  ci 
which contradict the original assumption.
Assuming that r2/s tends infinity as r increases then (4.17) becomes
ds r2
— > — as 7* —► oo
dr s
with solution
s —+ \l - 7*2 as r —»• oo. (4.18)
This solution does not contradict the original assumption. Substituting s — r into the above equation 
and solving gives
(y/i* + c)
as r —> oo,
(\ /|  log 7/+ c)
as y —» oo.
or, in terms of y ,
i
Streamlines
Streamlines are given by
dy _ y y  _ v _  v 
dx V£ u x f
Substituting for /  from (4.6), then substituting g from (4.9) and setting v =  —y, we obtain
dy - y
dx x ( - v '  +  ^ )
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Rearranging this to
x \ r  y )
and integrating gives
x - — , (4.19)
v
where Co is an arbitrary constant. Once r (y) is known, this expression allows the streamlines to be 
plotted.
4.4 Numerical Solution
Introduction
The equation
y2r" — yr' +  r — r2 =  0 (4.20)
has been analysed in the previous section and solutions in the limits of y tending to zero and infinity 
have been found. In this section numerical methods are used to obtain the solution for r(y) over the 
whole range.
As previously detailed, equation (4.20) can be written as
ds r2 — r
*  =  2 + —  — • (4-21)
where s =  r =  yr'. Numerically solving both this equation, to obtain s(i'), and
dr 1 . . , _
—  =  s ( r ) ,  4.22
dy y v 7
will give r (y).
Splitting the numerical solution into two separate steps allows the solution at each step to be com­
pared to the analytical results. This gives verification that the numerical routines are working correctly 
and helps in tracking down and solving any numerical problems.
Initial Conditions
As the integration has to start from near the critical point and proceed outwards, the initial conditions 
can be obtained from the analytical work of the previous section. For the first step the initial condition 
is
s (1 +  Sq) — ( l  +  y/2 )<50l (4.23)
where <$o is some small value that determines how close to the critical point the integration starting 
point is. Provided that 6o is small then the numerical solution should not be sensitive to its exact value. 
For the second step the initial condition is
r($ i)  =  l +  (4.24)
where is some small value and C is an arbitrary constant. Again, provided that 5\ is small the 
numerical solution should not be sensitive to its exact value.
First Step
Numerically solving (4.21) with the initial condition (4.23) gave the solution plotted in figure 4.3a. 
This solution remained the same to over 4 decimal places as <$o was varied between 10-12 and 10“ 125. 
Figure 4.3b compares the numerical solution and the asymptotic solution (4.15). Figure 4.3c shows the 
percentage error between the numerical solution and the asymptotic solution (4.18).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Numerical solution for s, (b) and (c) comparison of numerical and asymptotic solutions 
for y —*• 0 and oo.
Second Step
Equation (4.22) with initial condition (4.24) was solved numerically with several values of i  to give the 
solutions plotted in figure 4.4a. These solutions remained constant to 3 significant figures for <$i between 
10-3 '6 and 10"14. Figure 4.4b shows the percentage errors between the numerical solutions and the 
asymptotic solutions (4.16).
Figure 4.4: For i  — 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 (a) numerical solution for r (b) error between numerical and 
asymptotic solutions (c) plasma density.
Plasm a Density
Figure 4.4c shows the plasma density, p — 1 /r, for several values of I. Applying the boundary condition 
p{ 1) is one way of determining a value for i.
Streamlines
The numerical solution for r(y) and the streamline equation, (4.19), gives the streamlines plotted in figure 
4.5. These stream lines vary with I  and applying a boundary condition on w<e(0,1) is an alternative way 
of determining i.
4.5 Magnetic Field
As it was assumed v =  — y the equation determining B(y), (4.3), becomes
 B' +  yB =  —k.
R-m
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Figure 4.5: Streamlines for i  =  1, 10 and 20.
This is the same equation for B(y)  considered in the models o f annihilation in an incompressible plasma. 
Since the boundary conditions here (-B(O) =  0 and B(  1) =  1) are also the same the magnetic field will 
be identical. This is to be expected since v$, the velocity component which advects the magnetic field 
and forces it to annihilate, is the same for both models.
4.6 Additional Thoughts
After discussion with the examiners of this thesis it has been agreed that the work in this chapter is not 
particularly realistic because of the freedom to choose one of the dependent variables.
To create a consistent set of equations which will determine all o f the independent variables it is 
necessary to include an equation of state and an energy equation.
The simplest way of doing this is to assume that the temperature is constant (allowing the energy 
equation to be ignored) and considering the equation of state,
p = RTop.
Non-dimensionalising this equation against p — pop, p — pop gives
T
p = j p
where T  =  poRfiTo/po. Substituting this equation into the equation o f motion and following the analysis 
in the first section of this chapter then gives the four equations
M\p(udx +  vdy) u =  - T p x , (4.25)
m\pvv' — —Tpy —BB\  . (4.26)
(pu) 4- dy (pv) =  0, (4.27)
~^ —B ' + v B  — —k, (4.28)
Rm
for the four variables B(y), u (x ,y),  v(y) and p(x,y) .  Note that equation (4.26) is a first order ordinary 
differential equation for p and has the exact solution
p =  e~^Ma 7’-1*2 ( - T - 1 J e ? Ml T~lv*BB'dy +  g ( x f j  (4.29)
where <7(0?) is an arbitrary function of a;.
A sym ptotic Solution
Here we give a brief treatment of the above four equations to demonstrate that realistic, sensible solutions 
can be found and to act as a possible guide for further research in this area. Since the limit of T  —► 00
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is o f interest (as it should give the incompressible case) then supposing solutions of the form 
v =  Vo -f- T  1i?i . . .  B — Bo +  T  1 B\ . . .  g =  go -|- T  1g\ . . .  
simplifies (4.29) to
P =  go +  T - 1 L  -  \ b I- ^ M is jffo ) +  O  ( T - 2) . (4.30) 
The equation of mass continuity, (4.27), will be satisfied identically if
pu =  i&y and pv =  (4-31)
and using the asymptotic forms for p and v in the second of these gives
= -^ o u o  +  0 ( T - 1) . (4.32)
This can be integrated with respect to x and then differentiated with respect to y to obtain
^ - G o ^ + O f T " 1) ,  (4.33)
where Go is the indefinite integral of go (ie G q =  go). The second part of (4.31) then gives
u = ^ L  =  +  o  (T -  ■) . (4.34)
P go +  O i T - 1) go V ’  K J
Equation (4.25) can be written as
( ’J'y^ ar — ^X'dy) U =  —Tpxt
which, on substituting in (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34), gives the 0 ( T ) and 0 (1 ) equations
g>
g'o =  0 and -  v'0v'0 +  v0t# =  - —5-7— •
M^Go
The first o f these gives go =  £0 and hence Go =  £qx £\ where £0 and £\ are arbitrary constants. In the 
second equation the left hand side is a function of y and the right hand side is a function of x and so 
both sides must equal to some constant, —£2 say. This leads to
A  = A
M 2 G o
(from which the solution
0i =  \ m\£2£qv2 +  £2u \ G x H- £2,
is obtained) and also
-VqVq +  v0v'o =  £2.
Note that £2 cannot be zero or this equation will not have the required even solution for uo- Differentiating 
this leads to a solvable form (see equation (2.23) and its general solution in chapter 2) or the solution 
can be found by inspection to be
(£ x
i)0 = |  ^  sin Xx 
I sinh px.
Boundary conditions will determine which of these three cases applies and also the values of the arbitrary 
constants. This solution then allows equation (4.28) to be solved for the first order magnetic field. 
Using the above solutions, equation (4.30) becomes
-.-1 I 1 , 2  o2n „ 2 , »„2 b2 b , D  ^d 2 1**2 n ,.2£o +  T  1 ( - m\£Hox2 +  u\£H ix +  £2 -  -B $  -  ~ m 2a£0v$ ) .
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The boundary condition p{0,1) =  1 fixes f?o =  1 and the symmetry condition Px{Q,y) =  0 fixes l\ — 0 
giving
p =  i  +  t - 1 + e 2 - \ b I -  ~ M ^  .
Note that in the limit T  —> oo this solution gives p —> 1 and v —*■ vq which is the annihilation solution 
for the incompressible case.
This brief analysis could be extended by solving for the first order terms in v, u and B or by examining 
the special case where p is independent o f x.
Chapter 5
A Series Approach to Steady-State 
Magnetic Reconnection
5.1 Introduction
In this section the MHD equations are simplified into two non-linear coupled partial differential equations 
by assuming that the magnetic field and plasma flow are both two-dimensional. Looking for solutions 
that are a perturbation around the exact magnetic annihilation solution then yields two linear coupled 
partial differential equations. Series solutions to these equations are then obtained.
Equations
The steady-state, incompressible, resistive
m a (v • V ) v
E +  v x B  
V  x E 
V  B
V -v  
j
Flux and Stream Functions
Assuming that the magnetic field and plasma flow are two-dimensional then, to satisfy V  v =  V  B =  0, 
they must be of the form
v  =  (ipy , ,  0) and B =  (Ay, - A x , 0 ), (5.1)
where A (x yy) is the flux function and ip(x,y) is the stream function.
Faraday’s Equation
The components o f Faraday’s equation are
dx Ei — 0,
dyEi =  0,
, viscous MHD equations are
M 2
=  - / ? V p + j  x B +  - ^ V 2v,R
_ 1 _ .
Rm 
=  0 ,
=  0,
=  0,
=  V  x B.
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dxE y - d y E i  -  0. (5.2)
The first two of these imply that
Ez =  constant =  k.
O h m ’s Law
The components of Ohm’s Law are
E x  ~  0,
Ey =  0,
E z  T  Vx By Vy Bx —  ( d x  By — dy Bx ) .
Rm
The first two of these specify E & and E $t which now satisfy (5.2). With B and v  of the forms given in 
(5.1) and noting that E z  — k, the third of these becomes
^  1 P y A X “b 1pX A y  —  “  ( A x x  +  Ayj / )
Rm
or
“  (4®a; ~b A y y )  Xf)yAx “b IpX A y  — k.
Rm
The Equation of M otion
The equation of motion can be written as
m2a (v  • V ) V =  - V  [p p  -b ^ B 2^ +  (B  • V ) B +  ^  V 2v.
The pressure terms in this can be eliminated by taking the curl (see appendix A) to obtain
«A  [(v  • V )w  -  (w • V ) v] =  (B  • V ) j  -  (j ■ V )B  +  ^ V V  
where u =  V  x v. As the problem is two-dimensional j =  jz , u =  wz and this equation reduces to
M2a (v  • V )w  =  (B  • V ) j -b —^-V2u;.
With B and v  of the form (5.1) this becomes
M2
m A ( ^ y d x  — I p x d y )  ( l p x x  +  I p y y )  —  ( A y d x  — A x d y )  ( A x x  +  A y y )  +  ( d 2 +  d y )  ( l p x x  +  ^ y y )  •
Sum m ary
If the magnetic field and flow have the two-dimensional forms v — (ipy , —ipx ,0) and B =  (Ay,— A^.O), 
then the MHD equations reduce to
(AXx 4- Ayy) — i}>yAx i\>xAy — —k (5.3)
Rm
and
MA (V*ydx — i’x'dy) ('IpX X  +  Ipyy) — (Aydx — Axdy) (A;Ctr -f Ayy) -b (d2 +  dy) (ipxx +  Ipyy) • (5-4)
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5.2 Asymptotic Solution 
Introduction
If we consider a magnetic reconnection scenario that is a perturbation of magnetic annihilation then we 
can look for solutions to equations (5.3) and (5.4) that are of the form
1 1
ip (x>y) =  x y + - i p i ( x , y ) . . .  and A (x, y) =  A 0 (y) +  -  A\ (* , y) . . .  (5.5)
R R
O h m ’s Law
For solutions of the form (5.5), equation (5.3) leads to
4 -  +  A'o' + ±Aln) -  +
+  ( y  +  j t f u )  +  j G i „ )  +  O ( ± )  =  - k
which has zeroth-order part
- J - A J ; +  yA ‘0 =  - k
Rm
and first-order part
( dxx ~b dyy xdx "b ydy ] Al  — Aqdxlpl ,
\ Rm R-m J
Ml Kv'i“  +  S * » ! ' ) + 0 ( s
provided that R >> Rm 1.
Equation of M otion
With A  and ip o f the forms (5.5), (5.4) yields
^x +  -ipiy^j dx -  ( y  +  dy
( 0^ + ^V + R Alxx + “  Alyy^  + ”  (dl -b dy) ( -^''Plxx +
The zeroth-order part of this is identically zero and the first-order part is
(xdx — ydy) (dx X  +  dyy) Ipl =  A'qdx (dxx +  dyy) A\ — A!§ d$A\ ,
provided that R ^  1.
Sum m ary
Looking for perturbation solutions to equations (5.3), (5.4) of the form
1 1
ip(x,y)  =  x y +  -ipi (x, y ) . .. and A  (x, y) =  A0 (y) +  -  A l (x, y ) . . .
leads to the zeroth-order equation
+  yA'0 =  - k  (5.6)
Rm
and first-order equations
4* w^dyy — xdx +  ydy) A\ — —A^dxipi,
(xdx -  ydy) (dxx +  dyy) ipi =  A'0dx (d£X +  dyy)A i -  A'^'dxAi,
This approach is valid when R >> >> 1 and R >> Rm >> 1.
(5.7)
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5.3 Zero-Order Equation
The zeroth-order equation, (5.6), can be written as
~ ( A ' 0) +  y(A'tl) =  - k ,
Rm dy
which is the Sonnerup and Priest magnetic annihilation equation examined earlier. The general solution 
of this is given in appendix D and applying the boundary conditions Ag(0) =  0, A'0( l)  =  1 gives
Expressing the confluent hypergeometric function as a power series (see appendix B) and integrating 
gives
a / a _  V2 ( ~ i R™y2)
o(y)-2 M (l,f ,- iR m) g  (f), 0 + 1)1 • (5'8)
Note that the constant of integration has been dropped as it is simply an additive constant to the flux 
function.
5.4 First-Order Equations 
Introduction
The first-order equations (5.7) contain several parameters and prescribed functions (m^, Rm and A'0) 
and can be simplified slightly by taking
V — Rm 3 Y ,
where
to obtain
x -  Rm 3 x , A'0 =  kB ( y )
1
and Ai =  k r ^ A I y )  , ipi =  i>(Y)
M  ( l , f , - | R m) R-
and
A xx +  Ay y  — x Ax +  y Ay =
X ^ x x x  +  xV?XYY -  Yl/>XXY “  Yt/>YYY =  P ( -SA xxX  +  BAxYY ~  A x - ^ y y )  ,
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
where
Series Solution
Equations (5.10) and (5.11) form a pair of coupled linear partial differential equations and are difficult 
to solve in general. We shall look for power series solutions. If the reconnection scenario is taken to 
be completely symmetric, ie B$(x, 0) =  Bg(0,y) =  Vy(x,0) =  vx (0,y) — 0, then Ai must be an even 
function (in both x and y) and Vi must be an odd function (in both x and y). Hence we look for 
solutions of the form
OO OO
A =  J 2 f j ( x )Y 2j and ^  =  X )f lri ( x )  Y2j+1, (5.12)
j =0 j -0
where the f j  and gj are, respectively, even and odd functions of x. This approach is similar to that 
of Cowley (1975) and Sonnerup (1988) except that these authors seek series solutions of the full (but 
inviscid) MHD equations whereas we seek asymptotic solutions of the first order MHD equations.
1
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Series form of B
Expressing the confluent hypergeometric function M  as a power series, the function B, defined in (5.9), 
becomes OO
B =  Y ^ a jY2j+1,
3 = 0
where
Differentiating this twice gives
where
cv; =
Ry y  =  E ^ y2' +1.
3 = 0
Pj — a j+ i (2i  +  3) (2j  -f 2)
First-Order O h m ’s Law
Substituting the power series forms for A, ip and B into (5.10) gives
( j -1 
I X '  JZ fiy2i + Z fj+iW + 2X2-?' + l)Y2i - X Y, fjV2i + Z 2ifiy2j = - Z Z 9k<Xj-i-i ) y2j
j = 0 j=0 j=  0 j — 1 j — l \k=0
and equating the coefficients o f the powers o f Y yields
1
f j +1 - (2j  +  2)(2j  +  l)
j - i
fc = 0
(5.13)
First-Order Equation of M otion
Substituting the power series forms for A, </>, B and B yy into (5.11) gives
OO
Y  N "  +  +  3)(2j +  2) -  1) -  +  3)(2 +  2) (2j  +  1)] y 2' +1
j = 0
= pY
3 = 0
Z  fk'aj-k + /ik+i(2^ + 2)(2& + l)ay_fc — f lPj-kLfc=o
,2j + l
and equating the coefficients of powers of Y produces
1
X9j+1 -  (2j  +  l)</j+i (2 j  +  3 )(2j +  2) g'/(2j +  1) -  xg'-' +
P J2 fk«i-h + A+ i(2* + 2)(2* + l)aj-k - fkpj-k
k =  0
. (5.14)
Sum m ary
1. Equations (5.13) and (5.14) form a pair of recurrence relations; given fo and go, these two equations
can be used to generate the all the other fj  and g j . Solutions for A and ip can thus be derived
from two arbitrary functions, fo and go.
2. Changing from A, ip back to the original variables gives
OO OOAl = krJi y; fj(R&x)R3my2j and ipi = Rm ^  gj(R|1.’c)itf1y2-?+1 (5.15)
j=o j =o
and in appendix G it is proved that both of these series converge on the interval of interest, |y| < 1.
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3. From (5.15), the first-order magnetic field in the y direction is
B y i ( x , 0) — dx A \ ( x ,  0) =  ^R-m/o(Rm:c) 
and the first-order flow in the x  direction is
_1 J ,
£^•1 (■*-j 0) =  (&’ , 0) =  Rmfl'o(R-m3')>
(5.16)
(5.17)
so the arbitrary functions f o , go can be determined from boundary conditions on v*i(a;,0) and 
B y i ( x ,  0).
5.5 Series Solutions for /  and g 
Introduction
If the boundary conditions Byi(z’ ,0) and Uii(a;,0) are of the form
OO OO
Byi (x, 0) =  ai x2l~1 and V£! (.-r,0) =  y ^ 6*a;2*+1, (5.18)
t=i i= 0
then equations (5.16) and (5.17) imply that
00 00
/ o - Z a°-‘ x2! and 0o =  Z ^ fc°-,:x2*+1’ (5.19)
where
t=i t = 0
ai 1 bia°.* “  r n -  and 00,i =  - n r+  ' Rm (5.20)KRm a i Kiri
The constant of integration in the expression for fo has been dropped as it is simply an additive constant 
to the flux function.
Series Solutions for / J+1
If all the previous fj  and gj are power series of the forms
fj -  Z  ai,ix2t and 0j =  Z ^ ' ,‘* 2i+1)
i=0 *‘=0
then equation (5.13) becomes
j - 11 4—*
fj+1 (x) = Z  (2j  + 2)(2j  + 1) 2^ ' ”  ^ aj,i ~ ^  + 2^ 2z + 1)a*'<+1 “ Z  + 1)
fc=0
-2 j
which can be written
where 
a?+1
f j+ i  (x ) — 'y /aj+ i.jX2t,
i=0
1
(2j + 2)(2j  +  l)
i - 1
2(* -  j)ajti -  (2i + 2)(2i + l)ay,,-+i + l )
k=o
(5.21)
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cj,i ~ 2(2i 4- 3) ( j  — i)bjti+\ 4
Series Solutions for gJ+\
If all the previous fj  and gj are of power series form then equation (5.14) becomes
OO
W j+ i -  (2j  +  l)9j+i =  Y .  (5-22)
z—0
where
2i -f- 2 
(2 i+ 3 ) (2 j  +  2)
3 -I
4  4)(2* 4  Z)oij-k0.kti+2 +  (2fc +  2){2k +  l)acj-ka,k+i,i+i — 0j-kak,i+i . (5.23)
f c = 0  -
Solving (5.22) by means of an integrating factor yields
OO
9j + 1 =  2 (J3— j ) x2z+1 +  ci , ; X 2i+1 lo g x  4  c j x 2' + 1 ,
where the Cj are arbitrary constants. The log-type singularities will give unphysical behaviour near
X =  0 and to avoid this we must have
cj,j =  0) (5.24)
leaving
which can be written as
where
<,J+1(X) =  ]T<,i+ liix 2i+1,
i — 0
W = { f ”  H i  (5.25)
Note that with Cjti defined in (5.23), the condition (5.24) becomes
3
] ^ ( 2 * 4  4)(2/ 4  3)aj-kakti+2 +  (2fc 4  2)(2k 4  l)<Xj-ka>k+i,i+i — 0j~kQk,i+i — 0. (5.26)
k=o
Sum m ary
1. If the functions fo and go are power series in X then all the fj  and gj will also be power series in 
x.
2. To avoid unphysical log-type singularities the coefficients ajt{ and bjj must satisfy equation (5.26). 
This suggests that there are restrictions on the form of the boundary conditions, Byi and V£\.
3. The first-order solutions (5.12) can now be written as
OO OO oo oo
A  =  ^ 2  X /  aj,iy23x2i alld $  =  ^ 2  £  ty,*Y2j' + 1X2i+1 
j= 0 i=0 j= 0 i=0
and changing back to the original variables produces
oo oo oo oo
Ax =  Y 2  Y 2  a3.iR%m j y2j x2t and =  Rm X ]  E  ■ (5.27)
j= 0 j=0 j =0 i=0
Given the boundary conditions (5.18) then the ao,* and &o,* can be obtained from (5.20) which 
then allows equations (5.25) and (5.25) to be used to give all the remaining a,jti and bjj.
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4. The arbitrary constants cj that occur in each gj are determined by applying additional boundary 
conditions. The simplest additional boundary conditions to apply involve specifying Vy i or v$i on 
x =  1 or y =  1.
5.6 Boundary Conditions
Physically, the only first-order boundary condition of any importance is Byi(x‘ ,0 ) as the behaviour of 
the zeroth-order solutions will dominate on all other boundaries.
5.7 Solutions for the Flux and Stream Functions
With the series solutions (5.27) and (5.8), the flux and stream functions,
1 1
A (s , y) =  A 0 {y) +  - A x (x, y ) and x/j ( x , y) =  xy (y) +  (®, y ) ,
become
1 CO /  1  \ f   1 _  0 /2 \ J  2  CO o o
* = E 7»n^n. + E E (5.28)j =0 K zJ jW -r1)' n j =0 j=0
and
OO OO
^  =  x y + ~ Y JY J bj'iRi+jyV+'x2^ 1. (5.29)
0 e=0
5.8 Magnetic Field Lines
Magnetic field lines are given by plotting the contours of the flux function. Due to the complicated 
nature of the solution (5.28) this can only be done numerically. However, close to the origin (5.28) 
reduces to
A  — - n ^  K 1 I 2  4- KRm a.. n n r 2n 41 —  ^  K -m K 'd / r  a o in K m a- >
where a 0 ,n  is the first non-zero coefficient in / 0 =  a 0 ) i X 2 +  a o , 2 X 4 . . .  From (5.20) this becomes
A =  -Ri&fey2 -2 RnR”
where a* is the first non-zero coefficient in Byi =  ajx’ -f-a^x3 . . .  Since A is zero at the origin the equation 
of the magnetic field line through the origin is given by
1 1 n*n _  2 „ ?/2 _ _____ n_ 2yi
~  2 RnRfJ. '
which can be rearranged to give
' 2 a* V  » , x
n+\*"■ <5-30>KRm 2 Rn )
From this equation we find that if o.J is non-zero (so that n =  1) the magnetic field through the origin is
a straight line, giving an x-type neutral point. However, if aj is zero (so that n >  1) the magnetic field
through the origin touches the .x’-axis, giving a magnetic cusp.
After applying the Kummer identity to the definition of k in (5.9), the asymptotic approximation 
M(a, b, z) —► T(b)ez za~b/T^a) as z —* oo gives
I
K —■► Rm as Rm —> OO,
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so equation (5.30) becomes
,RmT Rn,
This implies that as Rm increases the field line through the origin moves towards the x-axis.
5.9 Necessary Conditions
If fo and go are power series of the form (5.19) then the first two conditions given by (5.26) are
12ao,2 T 2o.iii +  2ao,i =  0,
4 4
—4a.0,3 +  ^^1,2 — —(7o,2 +  12(71,3 +  12a2,2 =  0.o o
Using (5.21) to express the at-,y in terms of aoj and bo,i these conditions become
oo.i =  0, (5.31)
— 58a0,3 +  504ao,4 — 56o,2 =  0. (5.32)
Since ao,i =  0, equation (5.20) implies that a\ must also be zero. Hence, in the analysis of the previous
section we must have 77 >  1 and so the magnetic field at the origin forms a magnetic cusp rather than
an x-type neutral point.
5.10 Examples 
Introduction
In this section the series solution for A is implemented in a computer program and experimented with. 
It was found that as Rm is increased, more terms have to be taken in the series solution to ensure 
convergence and the slower the programs become. This puts a practical limit of about Rm =  100 on the 
investigations. The simplest boundary conditions possible,
* 3 i 16 * 4  1 KBy11 =  a2x and tf*i =  -  —  a2Rm/c x °,
where is an arbitrary constant, were used and these give
1 1 _ 5  IQ , _ 5  _
fo =  ~ 2 a2K Rm2x and 9o = Rm3x 5,
which satisfy the conditions (5.31) and (5.32). All the other conditions given by (5.26) are satisfied 
identically, due to the truncated power series forms of fo and go. The cj are taken to be zero 011 the 
grounds that they have no significant effect on the overall behaviour of the solution.
Note that although the boundary condition for v;ei is a function of Rm, the previous result that 
k —► Rm as Rm —► 00 shows that
16 * 5 
V£1 -> ~3Qa2X
as Rm becomes large.
Varying Rm ■
With =  a?; =  1 and R =  103, the results o f varying Rm are plotted in figure 5.1. As Rm is increased 
the separatrix moves closer to the x-axis (agreeing with the analytical result in in section (5.8)) and the 
magnetic field becomes more and more similar to the magnetic annihilation configuration.
The reconnection rate R e =  j { 0 ,0 )/R m is plotted in figure 5.2. As Rm is increased the reconnection 
rate tends towards 1.
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O.fl OJB
Figure 5.1: Magnetic field lines for Rm =  10°, 101, 102. (All with R =  103, and a\ =  1)
Figure 5.2: The reconnection rate as a function of Rm.
Varying the Boundary Condition
With Rm =  102 and R =  103 the value of al was varied to give the results plotted in figure 5.3. As al is 
increased the separatrix widens out and eventually reverse current appears on the x-axis. The reverse 
current only appears when al is so large that the idea of this field being a perturbation starts to look 
a little shaky. However, investigations seem to indicate that the value of al at which reverse currents 
occur becomes smaller as Rm increases.
Figure 5.3: Magnetic field lines for al =  102, 103, 104. (All with R =  103 and Rm =  102.)
y
Chapter 6
Magnetic Reconnection in a 
Viscous Plasma
6.1 Introduction
If viscous forces are assumed to be dominant, then the MHD equation of motion reduces to
V 2v =  0. (6.1)
This assumption has decoupled the equation of motion from the induction equation and it is now possible 
to solve the above equation o f motion for v, insert it into the induction equation
—  V 2B + V  x (v x B ) =  0 
Rm
and solve for the magnetic field. This approach may be compared with kinematic reconnection where 
the flow is prescribed, the equation of motion ignored and the induction equation solved to obtain the 
magnetic field.
6.2 Plasma Flow
Solving the Equation of M otion
Using the vector identity V  x (V  x v ) =  V  (V  • v) — V 2v, equation (6.1) becomes
V ( V - v ) - V x w  =  0 (6.2)
where w =  V x v is the vorticity. For simplicity the flow can be taken to be incompressible so that 
V -v  — 0. If the flow is also taken to be two-dimensional then this implies v =  V  x t/>(x, y) z — (‘ipy , 0)
and equation (6.2) becomes
i>xx +  i>yy =  0. (6.3)
Looking for separable solutions of the form ip(x,y) — X (x )y (y )  leads to
X "  -  I X  =  0 and Y "  +  £Y =  0
where £ is an arbitrary constant. These equations have three different cases, depending on whether £ is 
greater than, less than or equal to zero and give the solution
{{ax +  b) (cy -f d) £ =  0(a sin y x  +  b cos yx )  (c sinh yy  +  d cosh yy) £ =  — y 2
(a sinh Ax +  b cosh Ax) (c sin Ax +  d cos At/) £ =  A2,
where a, b, c and d are arbitrary constants.
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Boundary Conditions
Taking the scenario to be symmetric, so that only the quadrant 0 <  x, y <  1 has to be considered, gives
the boundary conditions vx =  0 on x  =  0 and vy =  0 on y =  0. To satisfy these conditions the solution
for the stream function reduces to
{axy I — 0a sin yx  sinh yy  i  — — y 2
a sinh Ax sin Ay £ — A2.
Note that
1. For the £ — 0 case, x/j =  axy  giving the simple stagnation-point flow v =  a.(x, —y, 0).
2. As equation (6.3) is linear, these three basic solutions can be superimposed to satisfy boundary 
conditions on y =  1 and x =  1.
6.3 Magnetic Field 
Introduction
For a two-dimensional model, where B =  {Ay, — A x , 0), Ohm’s and Faraday’s laws (or equivalently the 
induction equation) reduce to
AXX “b Aj/y v X A X  Vy Ay — — k (6.4)
Rm rt-m
where k =  E* is the constant electric field in the z direction. If vg and vx are known functions then 
this gives a second-order inhomogeneous partial differential equation for A  which can in principle be 
solved subject to prescribed boundary conditions. Considering a symmetric situation, so that only the 
quadrant 0 <  x, y <  1 has to be considered, gives the boundary conditions Bx =  0 on y =  0 and By — 0 
on x =  0 or
Ay =  0 on y — 0 and Ax — 0 on x =  0
as boundary conditions for the flux function. There are a variety o f possible forms for the two remaining 
boundary conditions.
Assuming that the plasma flow is the simple stagnation-point flow v  =  (x, — y, 0), equation (6.4) 
becomes
1 1
-AXx 4 Ayy — xA x +  yAy — ~k. (6-5)
R-m Rm
Solving for the Flux Function
The simplest way of solving equation (6.5) is to find the complementary function and a particular 
integral. Their sum then gives the general solution.
Particular Integral
If the particular integral is considered to be a function of y only, equation (6.5) reduces to
— A" +  yA' =  - k .
Rm
This is the magnetic annihilation equation and, as shown in appendix D, has the general solution
A' =  - R mkyM  + c 0e "= RmJ/2-
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Applying the boundary condition A '(0) =  0 gives Co =  0 and so
A' =  - R mkyM  ^1, - ^ R my2^ •
To obtain A, the Kummer function in the above equation can be written as a power series and integrated
term by term or, alternatively, the solution can be expressed as
A =  -R mk j f  (M  (6.6)
and evaluated by numerical methods.
Complementary Function
The homogeneous equation,
1 1
"  A-XX T  Ayy XAx yAy — 0,
Rm Rm
is separable and looking for solutions of the form A{x, y) — X (x )Y (y )  leads to
— X "  -  x X ' -  XX =  0 and — Y " +  y V  +  XY =  0,
Rm Rm
where X is an arbitrary constant. As shown in appendix C these equations have general solutions 
v  »r ( x 1 1 2^ „ / l  A 3 1 2
and
Y  =  k0e - i R^ M  ( |  -  +  h y e - i ^ M  ( l  -  .
The boundary condition Ax.(0,y) =  0 implies that A '(0 ) =  0 giving c\ — 0. Similarly, the boundary 
condition A y(x, 0) =  0 implies that Y '(0 ) =  0 giving k\ =  0. The complementary function is thus
=  I > M ( i i  5 * "* ’ )  e~iv ’ M  G  -  i  ■ '
where the A and c\ are determined by conditions on the outer boundaries.
General Solution
The general solution can be written as
A (x, y) -  - k A pi (y) +  A cj (x ,  y) (6.7)
where
Api(y) =  d =  
(*) = M (|a, i ±Rmx2j , n (y) = Q -  i, i Rmy2) .
and
( 6 .8 )
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Outer Boundary Conditions
Applying the boundary condition By =  0 on y — 1 to the general solution (6.7) leads to
8 „A c; ( x ,  1) =  Y , X '>. ( * ) Y* ( ! )  =
A
which is only possible if Ya(1) =  0. Using (6.8) this condition becomes
. , / I  A l l  \ „
M ( j - 2 ' 2 ' 2Rm) = ° '
which will only be satisfied by certain values of A denoted by An. The complementary function can thus 
be written as
OO
■A-cf (®i y) =  '/' ] cnAu (a?) Yrj (y) (6.9)
n=0
where
x „ ( x )  =  M  ( I a , „ 1  iR m^  , Y „ ( y ) = e - i &‘ ^ M  Q  -  l * n, 1 , (6.10)
and the An satisfy
1 1 1 1
M  ^  2 "^ n ’ 2 ’ 2 Rm)  ~  (6.11)
Although the set of functions Yn are not mutually orthogonal, appendix F shows that as V^(0) =  
yn( l )  =  0 there is an “orthogonal” function
V„*(!/) =  e i R"'!'2y „ ( !/) =  M ( i - i A „ . i , i R m!/2)  ■ (6.12)
such that .
=  0 n ^  m
[  Yn(y )Y - (y )d y  
Jo ^ 0  n =  m.
Note that from (6.11) this function will satisfy Yn*(l)  =  0.
The last boundary condition is taken to be B y(l, y) =  f ( y ) so that, when applied to (6.7), we obtain
C O
v) =  - J 2  =
n=0
This can now be multiplied by V,i*(y) and integrated from 0 to 1 to give
= ztixwm(8.13)
X 'n W t iY n Y jd y  ’
The solution for the flux function is not yet complete as k is still a free parameter. However, applying 
the boundary condition B%(0,1) =  1 (which arises from the non-dimensionalisation) to (6.7) allows k to 
be determined as
i _  dy-Acf (0) 1) ~  1 
"  ^ ( 1 )  '
With A cj  o f the form (6.9) and noting that A (0 ) =  An, 0) =  1 this becomes
k =  C» yn(°) ~  1 /g
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Magnetic Field Near the Origin
Using the power series representation of the Rummer function we find that near the origin the solutions 
(6.6) and (6.10) become
1 o .. . . 1 . o „  . 1
and hence
and
Api 2 Rm  ^ ’ A , 1 -f- AnRmX’ i ^  1 2 '^ nRm^
OO oo
By ~  Ax — ^   ^A nYn w ^   ^cnAn
71=0 n=0
00 /1  00 \
Bx =  Ay —  A p i  'y  ^A nYn rH —Rm y ( ~^ k "b ^  ^cn An j .
71= 0  \  71 =  0 /
The field lines near the origin are thus given by
dy _  By _  x ^ 71=0 cn^n
dx Bx y (|fc +  X^r=o ctiAti)
d y  KX  —r> c n Ar— where k — n u------
dx y {^k +  X^n= oCri^ «)
This equation can be solved to give y2 =  kx2 +  to where Cq is an arbitrary constant. At the origin £q 
must be zero and so the equation of the field lines through the origin is y2 — kx2 or y — ±^/kx . This 
implies that the magnetic field near the origin takes the form of an x-point and that the angle between 
the arms of the x is governed by the value of k .
6.4 Large Rm 
Introduction
In this section we examine how the flux function and the magnetic field behave as Rm becomes large.
The \n
As Rm tends to infinity the asymptotic approximation
M { a , b , z ) z a~h as z —> 00 (6.15)
i ( a )
A
2
-  =  0 .
implies that the equation defining the An, (6.11), becomes
r  ( i )  ( j 11™)
This will only be satisfied if
f - A  =  - «  .. =  0, 1, 2 . . .
and so
An —► 2n 4- 1 n =  0 ,1, 2 . . .  as Rm —+ co.
The
Applying Xn —+ 2n +  1 and the asymptotic approximation (6.15) to equation (6.10) yields
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The Y*
If An —* 2n +  1 then Y* =  M(A — |An, A, ^Rmy2) becomes
Y*  -> M  ^—ro, ~ , ^Rmy2j  as Rm —*■ oo
and since M ( —n, b, z) (where n is a positive integer and b is non-integer) is a polynomial of order n this 
implies
a n (Rmy2) n as Rm * OO.
This result appears to contradict the boundary condition Y  (1) =  0 but numerical solutions for Y* as Rm
becomes large show that this result is correct and that a boundary layer forms at y =  1 so that V„*(l)
is always zero. The thickness of this boundary layer decreases as Rm increases.
The Yn
As Yn — e""2Rm3/2yn* then making use of the above result for the asymptotic behaviour of Y* gives
-I/- _ i R  ,.2 / 2\« .Yn — > une 2 m (Rmy ) as Rm + oo.
The cn
Using the asymptotic forms of Yn and Y* in (6.13) gives
— f .1 f ( x ) y 2n dy
cn —*■---------------  -  —r------—  ---------  as Rm —» oo. (6.16)
anX'n( 1) (ARm) f Q e~R^  y4ndy
Since
f 1
e-«■».» y*™ dy — l)!!2~ *” Rm' 2 as Rm —+ oof ~Kmy\j2N  -*  (2N  -  1)!!2“ 2Ar 7V 
Jo
(which is proved in appendix II) equation (6.16) becomes
- 22" (|Rm) " + i fp f ( * ) y 2ndy
n V/ /i\/^ i mi m *a „ A ; ( l ) ( 4 n -  1)!! 
and using of the asymptotic form of X n we obtain
—22iT  (n + 1)
OnT(5) eaRmRm [l +  (jRm)'* ']  (4n -  1)!!
Electric Field
Using the asymptotic forms of cn and Yn in (6.14) we find that
as Rm —s- 00. (6.17)
^ • ( 1)
Com plem entary Function
Using the above asymptotic forms of X n, Yn and cn in (6.9) we find that
Acj
/ » f ( y ) y b '<‘ y
n=o [l  +  r c ^ R m ) "  1 1 )! !
and, since x 2 <  1, this implies that A cj  —* 0 as Rm becomes large
as Rm —► 00
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M agnetic Field
Since the complementary function tends to zero we find that A —*■ —kApi(y) as Rm becomes large. 
Making use of (6.18) this becomes
A -*  as Rm 00•
^ i ( l )
From this and (6.6) we find that
„  ( V M { l , f - | R my2) n ^
B- (  ■Q-°J 38 Rm^ °°'
which is the same magnetic field as in the steady-state magnetic annihilation model examined earlier. It 
thus appears that, irrespective of the boundary conditions on x — 1, magnetic reconnection of the kind 
we are investigating in a viscous plasma tends towards magnetic annihilation as Rm becomes large.
Reconnection Rates
As the magnetic field tends towards the magnetic annihilation scenario as Rm becomes large the recon­
nection and ohmic heating rates must also be the same in this limit, ie
1
Re —*■ 1 and i?n —>■ R-m as Rm —+ 00.
For R e this is easily confirmed since, as since Re =  \k\, we obtain from (6.18) and (6.6)
and applying the Kummer identity and the asymptotic approximation (6.15) gives Re —* 1 as Rm —► 00.
6.5 Numerical Investigation of the Analytical Solution 
Introduction
In this section the analytical solution is investigated numerically to see if it behaves as expected in the 
limit o f large Rm. This is slightly difficult because
1. as Rm increases the X n start to behave as e 2R,nX'2 and become difficult to evaluate accurately, and
2. as Rm is increased, more terms in the solution have to be calculated to give convergence to f (y )  
on the boundary and this results in unacceptably long running computer programs.
The first of these problems puts a limit o f about Rm =  103 on the investigations. The second problem 
can be overcome to some extent by choosing certain boundary conditions that give fast convergence at 
the upper range of Rm. For example, the boundary condition
/ ( * , ) =  e - * 1QV
requires about 30 terms for convergence at Rm =  102 and, since Yq behaves as e _ i Rn>^ 2 , it only requires 
one term at Rm — 103. Note that with this particular boundary condition By is only large close to y =  0 
and we are restricted to investigating very narrow current sheets.
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M agnetic Field
With the boundary conditions
B$ (1, y) — e~^lo3y" and B& (0 ,1) =  1 (6.19)
the magnetic field was calculated for various values of Rm and plotted in figure (6.1). As expected the 
field lines become horizontal as Rm increases and the solution tends towards magnetic annihilation.
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic field lines for Rm =  102, 102-25, 1025, 102-75, 103.
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Reconnection Rate
For the boundary conditions (6.19) the reconnection rate was calculated at various values of Rm and 
plotted in figure (6.2). As expected, the reconnection rate tends to one as Rm increases.
1.2 r—•—r~~’—i—T—•—T—i—■—■—•—i—'—■—■—i—*—*—•—
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Figure 6.2: The reconnection rate as a function of Rm.
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Chapter 7
Magnetic Flipping
7.1 Introduction
As shown in chapter 5, for any two-dimensional, steady-state, model with an incompressible flow the 
MHD equations reduce to two coupled partial differential equations (the induction and vorticity equa­
tions) in two variables (A and ip).
In the annihilation models examined earlier these equations were decoupled by the assumption that 
the field lines were straight. The vorticity equation could then be solved for the plasma flow and the 
induction equation for the magnetic field.
In a slightly different approach, Priest and Forbes (1992) specify the magnetic field as 2i-dimensional 
and solve the induction equation for the 21-dimensional plasma flow. The solution they obtained 
possesses a singularity which they then investigated in more detail by constructing approximate patched 
solutions which include viscous effects.
In the next section it will be shown that the Priest and Forbes solution for the plasma flow can 
be refined so that it also satisfies the vorticity equation. In the process it becomes apparent that the 
plasma streamlines are straight. This knowledge simplifies further analysis and allows exact analytical 
solutions, which include viscous effects, to be found.
7.2 Refining the Priest and Forbes Solution
Following Priest and Forbes (1992), assume that the magnetic field is an x-type neutral point field,
B =  (y, x, —<?), (7.1)
that the plasma flow is incompressible,
v =  (ipy (x, y) , - ipx (*, y) , vs (a, y) ) ,  (7.2)
and examine the steady-state, inviscid MHD equations
V  x E =  0,
^  ^  1 .E +  v  x B =  — j,
R-m
ma ( v 'V ) v  =  —/3Vp-1- j  x B. .
Note that as the viscous term in the equation of motion has been dropped, the solution obtained for v 
will not possess any viscous effects and is said to be “ ideal” .
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Faraday’s Law
The components o f Faraday’s Law are
dyEi = o,
dxE2 = o,
dyEx = 0.
=  k.
(7.3)
O h m ’s Law
With B and v  of the forms (7.1) and (7.2), the components of Ohm’s Law are
Ex +  tyx  -  xvs =  0, (7.4)
Ey +  £ipy +  yv£ -  0, (7.5)
k -f xipy +  yipx =  0.
The third o f these is a first-order partial differential equation for ip which is easily solved by the method 
of characteristics to obtain
(  *
ip =  —k sinh 1 / 2 _  y2 ) +  9 ( 0  , (7.6)
where £ =  y2 — x 2. The x  and y components o f the plasma velocity are then
V£ =  ^  ? +  2yg' and Vy =  ■ » 9 +  2xg', (7.7)
y 1 — x z y — x
where the derivative of g is with respect to the independent variable £.
Substituting equations (7.4) and (7.5) into (7.3) gives
ydxv£ +  xdyV£ =  0,
which can be solved by the method of characteristics to obtain
VS = f ( y 2 ~ X2) . (7.8)
The plasma flow given by components (7.7) and (7.8) is the solution obtained by Priest and Forbes in
which the plasma flow is determined to within two arbitrary functions, /  and g. Note that the third
component o f the magnetic field, the arbitrary constant £, does not appear in the solution and is therefore 
not essential to the problem.
The Equation of M otion
W ith v  of the form (7.2) the components of the equation of motion are
Ma i^ Py Ipxy — Ipxrfyy) — ~0Px >
M A ( P^xy 'tp.v.v T  V^.r ^ Pxy ) — Ppy ,
V4)dxV£ ^x^yVz — 0. (L9)
Eliminating p by differentiating the first of these with respect to y , the second with respect to x and 
subtracting, gives
{tpyi9x ipxdy) {lpxx T ’ipyy) =  0■
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Substituting in the solution for ip, (7.6), into this produces
xy +  4g'g" +
k (,t2 +  y2)
g'"S +  9* - f )
where £ =  y2 — x 2 and the derivatives of g are with respect to £. The function g has to satisfy this 
equation. Since g is a function of £ this equation can only be consistent if
k2
e
3 +  4g'g" =  0
leaving
9'"t +  g " - j  =  o.
(7.10)
(7.11)
The second of this pair, (7.11), can be written as
£ 2 ( ^ " - K G / ) ' - ( < 7')  =  0 ,
which is an Euler-type equation with the general solution
/ .  b
where a and b are two arbitrary constants. Substituting this into (7.10) gives
k2 - 4 b 2 A ,
^3 h 4a £ -  0,
which can only be satisfied if a =  0 and b =  ±k/ 2.
Thus, the stream function ip will satisfy the equation of motion if
which can be integrated to yield 
In terms of x and y
i , K
9 - ± 2£ ’
g -  ± - k  log  ^+  c.
g =  ± - ^ lo g  (;y2 -  x 2) +  c
and so
ip =  —k sinh’
\/y2 - x ±  o Ios (y2 ~ x2) +  c-
The constant o f integration, c, can be dropped as only the derivatives of the stream function are impor­
tant.
Substituting this solution for ip into equation (7.9) gives
@xVz i  dyVz — 0 ,
which can be solved by the method of characteristics to obtain
v$ — h (y =F x ) .
The only way that this solution can be consistent with (7.8) is if the arbitrary functions h and /  are 
both equal to some constant, c q .
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Sum m ary
If
B =  (y, v, —£) and v =  (ipy, -ifcx, vs)
then the steady-state, incompressible, inviscid MHD equations will only be satisfied if the stream function 
is
xj> =  —Arsinh” 1 ^ ^ y2 _  x 2 j  ±  \ log ^  ~  '
This gives two possible solutions for the plasma flow, either
k fc \ i fc hiCo or v — I -------- -— , — -— , Co
y - x y - x  J \ y + x  y + x
Note that both of these solutions have straight streamlines (parallel to y =  x and y =  —x, respectively) 
and both have a singularity (on y =  x and y =  —x, respectively).
Rotating Through 45 Degrees
The plasma flows in the above solutions are parallel to y — rfcan It is convenient to rotate everything 
through 45 degrees so that the plasma flow is along one of the coordinate axes. This leads to
B =  (*, —y , - C ) ,
an x-type neutral point field with separatrices along x ,y  =  0, and either
v = ( ^ , 0 , c ° )  or v = ( 0 ,^ ’ Co) , (7.12)
which have streamlines parallel to and a singularity on y — 0 and x =  0, respectively.
Singularities and Viscosity
The solutions (7.12) for the flow are singular on y — 0 or x =  0. This gives unphysical behaviour near 
these lines which can only be eliminated if some non-ideal effect, not included in the ideal analysis, 
becomes important near y =  0 or x =  0, creating a boundary layer.
Physically, note that with v  =  (fc/jy, 0,0) the plasma above the y-axis is flowing in the positive 
^-direction and below the y-axis it is flowing in the negative a-direction. These adjacent streams of 
plasma will not simply slip past each other; they will exert a viscous drag on each other. The effects of 
viscosity were not included in the previous analysis.
Mathematically, we can note that the viscous term, m ^ V 2v / r ,  was dropped on the basis that its 
magnitude is small as R is large. W ith v =  (k/y, 0, 0) the viscous term is
m ! V 2v _  Mi  l
R R y3 ’
which is negligible if y is large but, irrespective of the magnitude of R, becomes non-negligible close to 
y -  0 .
From these physical and mathematical arguments, it can be surmised that near y — 0 the inviscid 
approximation becomes untenable and viscous effects become important, creating a viscous boundary 
layer. This viscous boundary layer will slightly distort the given magnetic field, giving some resistive 
effects as field lines slip through the plasma.
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Boundary Conditions
The solutions (7.12) have k as an arbitrary parameter. The condition that v — 1 on the boundary (which 
arises from the non-dimensionalisation) can be applied to obtain
V ” ( y ’ 0,Co)  or v = ( 0 ,^ ’ c° ) ‘ (7-13)
7,3 Straight Stream Lines 
Introduction
The solutions for v  given in (7.12) have streamlines parallel to either the x- or y-axes. It is natural to 
assume that the streamlines are going to be straight everywhere, both outside and inside the viscous 
boundary layer. This assumption removes many non-linear terms from the MHD equations and simplifies 
further analysis. With
v  =  ( v ( y ) , 0, 0 ) and B =  V  x A (x, y) z =  ( Ay , —Ax , 0 ) (7-14)
the steady-state MHD equations become
V  x E =  0,
«  ~  1 .E +  v x B  =  — j,
Rm
0 =  - V  +  (B • V )B  +  ~ V 2v. (7.15)
From the ideal solutions, given in (7.13), v can be expected to behave like 1/y when the effects of 
viscosity are negligible.
Faraday’s Law
The components of Faraday’s Law are
dyEt
dxEg 
dxEy dyEx
The first two of these imply that Eg — constant =  k.
O h m ’s Law
With v  and B of the form (7.14) the components of Ohm’s Law are
Ex =  0 ,
Ey — 0,
Eg — (Axx 4* Ayy') .
Rm
The first two of these specify Ex and Ey (which now satisfy (7.16)) and the third becomes
1
—  (Axx T  Ayy) — vAx =  —k. (7.17)
Rm
-  0,
-  0,
=  0. (7.16)
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The pressure terms in the equation of motion (7.15) can be eliminated by taking the curl (see appendix 
A) to obtain the vorticity equation
M2
0 — (B  • V ) j  — (j • V ) B +  -^ -V 2u>.
Hi
With v  and B of the forms (7.14) the only non-zero component of this is
The Equation of Motion
0 — (Aydx A xdy) ( Axx Ayy)
M 2A j n
V
R
and using (7.17) to substitute for —A xx — A yy produces
M *
0 =  Rm ( A y d x  -  A x d y) ( k  -  v A x )  -  - A - v ' "
R
or
0 =  (Aydx ~ Axdy) (uA*) +  ev"', (7.18)
where e =  M ^ /(R R m). Since v is only a function of y this equation can only be consistent if
Ax = / ( y)
implying that
A — x f  (y) +  g (y) (7.19)
and reducing equation (7.18) to
ev"' -  / V  -  f f ' v  — 0.
Back to O h m ’s Law
Substituting A  o f the form (7.19) into equation (7.17) gives
4 -  ( x f "  +  g") - v f  =  - k .  (7.20)
Hm
Since v , /  and g are functions of y this will only be consistent if
f "  =  0
implying that
/  =  h y  +  k2
(where k\, &2 ai'e arbitrary constants) and equation (7.20) becomes
~ g "  -  v f  =  - k .
K*m
Sum m ary
If
v =  ( v ( y ) , 0,0 ) and B =  ( Ay , - A x , 0 ) 
then the MHD equations are satisfied if
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where k\, k2 are arbitrary constants, k is the electric field in ^-direction and
Note that e becomes small if R or Rm become large.
Boundary Conditions
As By — f (y )  — —k\y — k2, assuming that By is an odd function (so that only the region 0 <  y <  1 
has to be considered) and that B$( 1) =  —1 (arising from the non-dimensionalisation) gives k 1 =  1 and 
k2 =  0. Thus
B =  ( x +  </, - y , 0 ) and v  =  ( v, 0, 0 )
where
/// 2 / ev — y v — yv
The boundary conditions for v are
t/(0) =  0, u "(0 ) =  0 and i / ( l )  =  l. (7.22)
The first two of these arise from assuming v to be an odd function and the third from the non- 
dimensionalisation .
The boundary conditions for g are
<7' ( 0) =  0 and <7' ( 1) =  0.
The first of these ensures that B^ is an odd function in y and the second ensures that B$ on the boundary 
is the same as the ideal case.
There is an alternative outer boundary condition for <7, namely <7" (  1) =  0, which is chosen so that 
j — ~ (A XX +  Ayy)z =  — g"z  is zero on the boundary. It will be shown later that both outer boundary 
conditions give the same reconnection rates.
7.4 Plasma Flow
Outer Solution
If the viscous term in (7.21) is assumed
which can be written as 
and integrated to give
Applying the boundary condition w(l) = 
ideal solution, v — 1/y.
to be negligible then the equation becomes 
yv' +  v =  0,
- ( y v )  =  0
C l
V  —  —
y
= 1 fixes Ci =  1 and so the outer solution o f (7.21) is the expected
0,
yv — k.
(7.21)
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Equation (7.21) has been solved analytically by Kenny (1992) who found solutions in terms of modified 
Bessel functions. These solutions do not show clearly the different types of asymptotic behaviour that
are possible and so a slightly different analysis is followed here.
Changing the independent variable from y to
Y  =  e -*y ,
equation (7.21) becomes
v * * ' - Y 2v * - Y v  =  0, (7.23)
where the dot (*) denotes differentiation with respect to Y . Note that this change of variable suggests
that the boundary layer width varies as £«. Equation (7.23) can be written as
*>’**+ 2 ( - 4 y 2 !^ «•+ f - ^ y 2 ) v -  0
Complete Solution
and is a particular case of
v"’ +  2/  (y) v1 +  f  (y) v =  0, 
which (see Murphy (I960)) has general solution
v =  c iv2 +  c2v iv2 4- c3v\
where and v2 are the two linearly independent solutions of
„  1 
v +  2 *^  v ~  0> 
Equation (7.23) therefore has the general solution
V — Cxvf +  C2ViV2 +  C3v2,
where t>i, v2 are the linearly independent solutions of
v" ~  \ y2y  =  °- (7-24) 
Changing the dependent variable from v to w where
_ I y 2
v ~  e 4 w }
equation (7.24) becomes
1
w "  — Y xv* w =  0
2
and changing the independent variable from Y  to z — ^ Y 2 transforms this to
zxv" +  ^  xv1 -  i w =  0, (7.25)
which is a particular case o f Kummer’s equation,
zw" -f (b — z) w‘ — a w =  0.
The general solution of Kummer’s equation can be expressed in several different forms, for example as
xv =  a M  (a, b, z) +  fiU (a, b, z)
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w — otM (a, by z ) +  fiz1 bM  (1 -1- a — b, 2 — 6, z)
or
,1  —  6w — aU (a, by z) +  /3z M  (1 +  a — b, 2 — 6, z) .
For our particular situation, the last o f these proves to be the most useful. 
The two independent solutions of equation (7.25) are thus
and z *M ( l • I * * )
which gives the two independent solutions iq, v2 as
and
The general solution for v is then
• =  ^  U\ - 4 ’ 2 ' 2 Y  ) +C ’ Y e '"  n 4 ' 2 ' 2 y  J M U ' 2 ' f  
+ c ( | , | , l y s
or, in terms of y,
V =  f c . e - i ' - V c / 2 ( i  l e- V ) M ( | , | , l t - V )
+ k 3y2e - 3 rjiy3M 2 Q , | , i e- i y2)  ■ (7.26)
Note that
1. The general solution (7.26) is a linear superposition of three functions, two of which are even and 
one of which is odd.
2. If the effects o f viscosity are reduced, R becomes large and e becomes small. In this limit the 
asymptotic approximations
M  (a, by z) —> —y  | ez za~b and U (a.,b, z ) —> z~a as z — oo (7.27) 
I (a)
can be used on the general solution (7.26) to yield
A ,  A _ A £ “ 5 u2 a  r  ( § )  _ i  „  3 3 f 2  ( I )  ,  A f “ l , / Sv - * 2 * k i e * y  l e ^  y +  2k2e * —j j J y  + 2 ik3c* ^ y 1e^e y .
This has an exponentially increasing term and will only match to the outer ideal solution, v =  l/y, 
if k3 =  0 .
Boundary Conditions
Applying the boundary conditions (7.22) to (7.26) gives
1
k 1 = 0, &3 — 0, k 2 =
e 2u  ( i i i € *) M  ’ )
and so
y e - ^ y ’ u ( l l ± e - h 2) M ( l l k e - h 2)
(7.28)
Cl1rH|C»1 '1  1
4 > 2 >
1 — A 2
2e 2V !) m (
3
4 ’ i K V )
e - * r ^U (x  I\4> 2>F_ i ) m (|
3 
’ 2 • J £ _ 1 )
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0.4 0.0
Figure 7.1: (a) v(y) for several values of c (b) boundary layer width as a function o f e.
This solution is plotted in figure 7.1a. As e tends to zero the viscous boundary layer becomes narrower 
and the solution becomes more like 1/y.
Figure 7.1b is a plot of boundary layer width as a function of e. The line has a gradient of 0.25 
showing that I ~  e°-25) as expected.
Asym ptotic Behaviour of v
If e becomes small then the approximations (7.27) can be used on (7.28) to give v —> 1/y, which agrees 
with the outer ideal solution.
As 2 —> 0, M (a,b ,z )  —> 1 and, provided that 0 <  b <  1, U (a, b, z) —*- T(1 — 6 ) / r ( l  — fc +  a). As y 
tends to zero these approximations can be used on (7.28) to yield
r ( i ) v
r ( A )e  ; )
0. (7.29)
If e is small then the asymptotic approximations in (7.27) can be used on this to give v —> e~^y.
Since the boundary layer width varies as then these two results can be used to construct a patched 
solution for v, namely
{e~ a y 0 <  y <  c'j i i , asi  * < y <  i
7.5 Magnetic Field
Introduction
The magnetic field is of the form
where g satisfies
B -  ( x +  g' (y) , - y , 0 ) , 
g" -  R-m {yv (y) -  k) (7.30)
and the boundary conditions y(0) =  g'{ 1) =  0. 
Integrating (7.30) once gives
g' =  Rm /  £,v{Qd£, -  r mky +  c0, 
Jo
where cq is an arbitrary constant of integration. Applying the boundary conditions y'(0) =  y ^ l) =  0 
gives co =  0 and
k =  f d£v(Z)d£. (7.31)
Jo
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Approximating v by the patched solution (7.29) this becomes
1f€i i
k =  e~*y2dy +
Jo
which tends to 1 as Rm or R becomes large.
Equation (7.31) can also be evaluated numerically to give the results plotted in figure 7.2. Figure 
7.2a shows that as e becomes small k tends to 1. Figure 7.2b is a plot of 1 — k against e and as the 
gradient o f the line is 0.25 and the y-axis intercept of the extrapolated straight line is zero this suggests 
that 1 — k =  ei which is in good agreement with the approximate analytical result above.
J l d y = l
J  a
2 a „ 2 i a -J- e 4 =  1 — jjM£R 4 Rm
Figure 7.2: (a) k and (b) log10( l  — k) as functions of e.
Field Lines
G eneral
The magnetic field lines are given by
which can be rewritten as 
or
—  -  -  x + g' M
dy By - y
dx .
y—  +  x =  - g  
dy
d_
dy
{yx) =  -g ' .
Integrating this with respect to y and rearranging slightly gives
_ to ~  9 (V)x — ,
y
(7.32)
where is an arbitrary constant. If y(y) is known this expression allows the field lines to be plotted. 
O u ter R eg ion
For the outer region where v «  1 /y  equation (7.30) becomes
g" -  Rm( l  -  k).
If R or Rm are large then k =  1 — ei and this becomes
Integrating and applying the outer boundary condition y ^ l) =  0 gives
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and the gradient of the field lines in the outer region is then
dy _  By _  - y  _ _____
dx Bx x +  g' x M^R ^R - i ( i /  -  1)
As Rm becomes large dy/dx —> 0 and the field lines become horizontal. As r  becomes large dy/dx 
—y/x giving an x-point field.
Inner Region
For the inner region where v «  e~ = y equation (7.30) is approximately
g" -  Rm (e “ *y2 -  fc)
and if R or Rm is large, k — 1 — ei and this becomes
9" =  Rm (e“ ^y2 -  1 +  e i )  •
Integrating and applying the boundary condition ^(O) =  0 gives
g -  Rm | *y4 -  ) + co,1 2 1 A 2 \2 y +  r i y  J
where cq is an arbitrary constant which, since only the derivatives of g have any meaning, can be taken 
to be zero. If y lies within the boundary layer then we can write y =  f e i  (where 0 <  /  <  1) to obtain
f  1 A 1 i ( 2 , 1  1 ,2S =  R' " ( j y 2 /  /  +  t f ‘ f
If /  and c are both small then the dominant term is e = / 2. Thus for small e and close to the origin we 
have
1 A „ 2  1 2
g «  - - R me3/  =  -TjRmy • 
and the equation for the field lines, (7.32), becomes
A) +  \ Rm y2 x —   --------
y
or
y ( x^ — Rm — £q.
At the origin Cq =  0, therefore the equation of the fieldlines passing through the origin is given by 
y(x  — ^Rmy) =  0 which has solution y =  0 or y =  2 r “ 1.'c. This implies that the field near the origin 
takes the form of an x-point and that the angle between the arms of the x decreases as Rm increases. This 
ties in with the previous result in which the magnetic field in the outer region becomes more horizontal 
as Rm increases.
Numerical Solutions
Solving equation (7.30) numerically subject to the boundary conditions and plotting contours of the flux 
function A — xy  +  y(y) gives the field lines shown in figures 7.3 and 7.4. In figure 7.3 and Rm are 
kept constant and R is varied. As R is increased the field becomes more like a neutral point field, as 
expected from the above analytical work. In figure 7.4 and R are kept constant and Rm is varied. 
As Rm is increased the field lines become almost horizontal, again as expected.
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Figure 7.3: Magnetic field lines for R =  (a) 10°, (b) 103 and (c) 106, all with Rm =  m\ =  1.
— 1.0 -0 .5  0.0 0.5 ™ 1.0
Figure 7.4: Magnetic field lines for Rm =  (a) 10°, (b) 101 and (c) 102, all with R =  =  1.
7.6 Reconnection Rates
The Reconnection Rate
The reconnection rate is
Re — k
and since k —> 1 — e? as Rm or R become large we obtain
i  1 _  Jb.
Re —»• 1 — M^R 4Rm‘1 as R, Rm —»■ oo,
which tends to 1 as R or Rm increases.
The Ohm ic Heating Rate
The ohmic heating rate is
and since 
this becomes
b f%  J o
j  =  - g "  -  -Rm {yv (y) -  k)
Rn =  r 1-  I j'l dyRm q
Rn =  Rm /  {yv {y) -  k)2 dy.
Jo
Approximating v by the patched solution (7.29) gives
RSi =  R\l +  R°a ,
where
Rh =  Rm (c~ 2 xf  _  jbj dy =  Rme? Q  “  ^
(7.33)
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is the ohmic heating within the viscous boundary layer and
Rh =  Rrn J 1 (1 -  k f  dy =  Rm (1 -  k f  ( l  -  f i )
is the ohmic heating outside it. Since k —► 1 — e* as R or Rni —*• oo we obtain
R\i —> and Rh —*• Rme2 as R,Rm —»■ oo
10
or, • i  3 j i  j
Rfi RmM^RmR 4 and -^q —* M^Rj^R 3 as R, Rm —> oo.
In the limit of large R or large Rm, Rfa >> Rfc showing that most of the ohmic heating is produced within 
the viscous boundary layer and so
. 8 i s
Rfl * R\i — Y^M^RmR 4 as R, Rm —► OO.
Num erical Results
Equation (7.33) can be evaluated numerically to give the results shown in figure 7.5. Figure 7.5a shows 
Rzn and i?h as functions of Rm with R fixed at 102. The two lines have gradients 0.78 and 0.6 which 
are in good agreement with the values of 0.75 and 0.5 suggested by the above analytical approximation. 
Figure 7.5b shows R^ and R^ as functions of R with Rm fixed at 102. The two lines have gradients -0.22 
and -0.4 which are close to the expected -0.25 and -0.5.
Figure 7.5: The ohmic heating rates as a function o f (a) Rm and (b) R.
Alternative Boundary Conditions
Applying the alternative boundary condition ^ "(l)  =  0 to equation (7.30) gives k =  1. This changes 
the reconnection rate from 1 — M ^Rm4 R ~ 4 to 1. In the limit of large Rm or R these become identical. 
In the ohmic heating rate the only change is that Rq =  0 but this does not affect the result that
. i  3  t
Rn -*■ Rh =  ^M^RmR" 4 •
Conclusions
This thesis investigates several models of magnetic annihilation and reconnection, namely
1. Steady-state magnetic annihilation. Analytical solutions to the MHD equations were found 
for an annihilating magnetic field with various stagnation-point flows. For the case of a simple 
stagnation-point flow the solutions were exact and for a wider class of flows asymptotic solutions
were obtained. As Rm is increased it is found that the current sheet width decreases, the current 
. . . . sheet strength increases and the reconnection and ohmic heating rates tend to 1 and Rm, respec­
tively. It is shown that the advection process is important in creating strong magnetic field and 
strong currents, hence part of the energy released as heat has its origin in whatever process is 
driving the plasma flow.
This work could be extended by, for instance, considering a more complete version of Ohm’s law 
which would then allow the behaviour of the current sheet to be be examined when the normal 
form fails.
2. Time-dependent magnetic annihilation. Exact, analytical solutions to the MHD equations 
are found for an annihilating magnetic field with a time-modulated stagnation-point flow. On an 
infinite interval both analytical and computer investigations show that the initial magnetic field, 
through advection, has a strong influence on the reconnection and ohmic heating rates.
In future a more extensive examination of the effects of the initial magnetic field could be made, in 
particular looking at initial conditions that are even functions and sums of even and odd functions.
3. Annihilation in a compressible, inviscid plasma. The steady-state annihilation model is 
extended to the compressible case and, assuming the form of the y-component of the flow and 
that the density varies in only one dimension, analytical solutions for the flow, plasma density and 
magnetic field are obtained. The flow is of stagnation-point type and the plasma has a maximum 
density within the current sheet. The magnetic field is determined by the ^/-component of the flow 
and is the same as in the incompressible case.
This area of work could be extended by considering the case in which plasma density varies in two 
dimensions or by considering the ^-component o f the flow to be arbitrary (which would involve 
including an energy equation and an equation of state).
4. Steady-state magnetic reconnection. The steady-state, incompressible MHD equations are 
reduced to two non-linear coupled partial differential equations. Reconnection solutions are sought 
by an asymptotic approach using the already known annihilation solutions. The resulting first- 
order equations were dealt with by looking for power series solutions. The solution for the magnetic 
field was found to possess only a magnetic cusp and not an x-type neutral point. Also, some types 
of boundary conditions were able to produce reverse current at the end of the current sheet.
Only one form of boundary condition was studied in any detail and further work could examine the 
effects of more general boundary conditions. Also, the boundary conditions are applied on y — 0
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and it should be possible (using symbolic evaluation of the series solution) to apply boundary 
conditions on y — 1, which will give greater insight to the behaviour of the model in response to 
conditions on the outer boundary.
5. Reconnection in a viscous plasma. The assumption that viscous forces are dominant decouples 
the equation of motion from the induction equation. The simple stagnation-point flow is an exact 
solution and allows an exact analytical series solution for the magnetic field to be obtained. For 
the case where the incoming magnetic field lines are straight it was shown that the magnetic field 
tends towards the magnetic annihilation solution as Rm increases, irrespective of the right-hand 
boundary condition.
This work could be extended in several areas by considering different boundary conditions and 
more general fluid flows.
6. Magnetic flipping. We consider a previous ideal model of magnetic flipping and assume that the 
streamlines are straight. This simplifies the MHD equations to such an extent that an analytical 
solution for the plasma flow can be found, the odd part of which matches to the ideal solution and 
exhibits a viscous boundary layer. The solution for the magnetic field is found to be of an x-point 
type with the angle between the separatrices determined by the Reynolds and magnetic Reynolds 
numbers. It is shown that the bulk of the ohmic heating occurs within the viscous boundary layer.
Possible extensions to this work involve considering the general solution for the fluid flow and 
its effect on the magnetic field. It should also be possible to examine the case of slightly curved 
streamlines by assuming that the curvature is small and comes in at a lower order.
Appendix A
Relationships between B and j
The vector identities
V (a • b) =  (b -  V )a  +  ( a - V ) b  +  b x (V  x a) +  a x (V  x b ) ,
V x ( a x b )  =  (b  • V ) a — b  (V  • a) — (a • V ) b +  a (V  • b ) ,
V • (V  x a) =  0
will be used to derive some standard relationships between a vector function and its curl.
1. In (A .l), setting a =  b  =  B gives
V B 2 — 2 (B ■ V ) B T  2B x j
and hence
j x B  =  ( B - V ) B - i v B 2.
2. In (A .3), setting a =  B gives
V  - j  =  0.
3. In (A .2), setting a =  j  and b  =  B gives
V  x (j x B ) =  (B  • V ) j  -  B  (V  • j )  -  (j • V ) B +  j  (V  • B ) . 
Making use o f (A .5) and V • B =  0 reduces this to
V  x (j x B ) =  (B • V ) j  — (j • V ) B.
4. The curl of (A .4) is
V  x (j x B ) =  V  x (B  • V )B  
and substituting this into (A .6) yields
V x (B ■ V ) B =  (B • V ) j  — (j • V ) B.
(A .l)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A .6) 
(A.7)
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Appendix B
Some Properties of the Confluent Hypergeometric Kummer 
Function
From Abramowitz and Stegun (1972)
1. The function M (a ,6, z) is a solution to Kummer’s equation,
d2 w dw n
z ~ ~  -j- (6 — z) —------aw — 0.
dw2 dz
2. M (a ,b ,z )  can be expressed as an infinite series,
=  (B.D
where
(a )0 =  1 and (a )n =  a (a +  1) (a +  2 ) . . .  (a +  n — 1).
3. The derivative of M (a, b, z) is given by
—  M  (a, b, z) =  ~ M  (a +  1, b +  1, z ) . (B.2)
dz b
4. If |z| —* oo with a and b fixed then
5. If a —> — oo with 6 bounded and z real then
M  (a,b, z ) T  (b) e ? 2 (^-bz — az^ J ir = cos ^\/2bz — 4az — ^bir +  ^ 7r  ^ . (B.4)
6. Kummer’s identity is
M  (a, 6, z) =  ez M  (b — a,b, —z ) . (B.5)
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The solution of y "  + a x y '  +  by = 0
For the equation
y"  +  aa,y +  fct/ =  0 
changing independent variables from  x to z =  — |ax’2 gives
This can be compared with Kum m er’s equation,
zw +  (B — z) w — Aw — 0,
which has the general solution
w — cxM (A , £?, z) +  (3z x ~ b M  (1 -f A — B,  2 — 5 , z ) . 
Equation (C .l )  thus has the general solution
V=aM( L \ ' Z) +0zkM& T a'\ 'Z) '
or, in terms o f  the original variable x,
, r  (  b 1 1 2^ *  w  ( l  6 3  1 2 AV = aUU'2'“2"  J +0XM (2 + “j" j ■
Note that by using Kum m er’s identity this solution can be written as
„  =  (\-  A ,  i ,  l a +  ( l  _  A ,  |,
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Appendix D
Solution to t^ B 1 +  yB =  —k
The equation
■B' +  yB — — k (D .l)
can be differentiated to obtain
—  B"  +  yB'  +  5  =  0,
which (see appendix C) has the general solution
B =  coe *R,ny~ +  ciyM  ( 1, - ^ R m^  } .
3 1
(D.2)
This solution contains two arbitrary constants whereas any solution to (D .l) should only contain one 
arbitrary constant and should contain the variable k. This implies that either co or c\ can be expressed 
in terms of k.
Substituting (D.2) back into (D .l) gives
2ci
H-m
=  ~k,
where z =  — |Rmy2. Using the identity
(b — 1) M  (a — 1, b — 1, z) — (b — 1 — z) M  (a, 6, z) +  zM'  (a, b, z) 
(see Abramowitz and Stegun) this becomes
2ci
Rm
or, since M ( 0, b,z) — 1,
C\ — Rm &
The solution (D.2) thus becomes
B =  c0e“  2Rm3/2 -  RmkyM  ^1, ,
which, using Kummer’s identity, can be written as
B =  c0e~^Rmy2 -  Rmkye~*y2M  Q ,  5 , ~Rm?/2^ •
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Appendix E
Orthogonal Functions 1
The set of functions
— ifl'P2 71 r i t  7^2 3 1  o
satisfying t/n (0) =  t/u ( 1) =  0, are solutions of
y" +  axy' +  bny -  0.
Consider the equation
h" — axh! +  (/in — a) h =  0 
, which, as shown in appendix C, has the solution
hn =  x M  ( l - | L , | , i a^ )  = e i ^ yn.
Note that the hn will also be zero on x — 0,1.
Multiplying equation (E .l) by hm and integrating by parts from 0 to 1 gives
[^ •m2/n]o o [®^m!/n]o "b I Vn Cixhm dx +  bn j  hmyn dx — 0
Jo Jo
As the yn and hm are zero on x =  0,1 this reduces to
yn (/*" -  axh'm -  ahm) dx +  bn hmyn dx =  0 
Jo Jo
and making use of (E.2) this becomes
bm I Vn hm f^ n dx bn I hmVn dx — 0
Jo Jo
or
bm) I Vnbrri dx — 0.(bn ')
Jo
From this equation it is seen that if n ^  m then the integral must vanish. If n =  m then
/*1 pi i 2
I ynK  dx =  e ? ax~Vn dx /  0,
Jo Jo
and so yn and hn =  e%ax*yn are orthogonal functions.
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Appendix F
Orthogonal Functions 2
The set of functions
* = * ■ * " * "  ( 5 - t i  5 " ’ ) -
satisfying y'n (0) =  yn ( 1) =  0, are solutions of
y" +  axy' +  bny =  0.
Consider the equation
h" — axh' +  (yn — a) h =  0, 
which, as shown in appendix C, has the solution
K = M { ^ - T a ' \ ' \ aX' ) = e ^ y"-
Note that the hn satisfy h1 (0) =  h (1) =  0.
Multiplying equation (F .l) by hm and integrating by parts from 0 to 1 gives
p  1  p  1
[^ml/n]o [^m!/n]o [®^m!/n]o T I yn (hm axhm a dx -f- bn I hmyn dx ~  0
Jo Jo
As the yn, hm are zero on x — 1 and y'n , h'm are zero on x =  0 this reduces to
Vn (Kn -  axKn ~  ahm) dx +  bn hmyn dx =  0
Jo Jo
and making use of (F.2) this becomes
bm I 2/n^m f^ n dx +  bn I hmyn dx — 0 
Jo Jo
or
(bn ^m) I VnJ^ m d.X — 0.
Jo
From this equation, if n ^  m then the integral must vanish. If n =  m then
[  ynlhi dx =  [  e^ax*yl dx ^  0,
Jo Jo
and so yn and hn =  e 2ax'2yn are orthogonal functions.
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Appendix G
Convergence of A\ and ipi 
Introduction
Given fo and <70, the equations
f j +1 =
and
1
(2 j  +  2)(2 j  +  1)
3-1
k=0
(G .l)
x J j+ i  — ( 2i  +  — (2 j  +  3)(2 j  +  2)
P'E f i ' c ' j - * +  f l +1(2* +  2)(2fe +
k=0
(G.2)
generate the complete set of f j  and gj to give the solutions
OO OO
A =  ^ T f j Y 2], and ^  9 3Y2j+1 •
j =0 j =0
. i  i  -  1 _
Changing back to the parameterised variables (where x =  Rm®, Y =  Rm?/, ^1 =  ip and A\ =  KRmA) 
gives
00 00
Al =  KRm ^ 2  FjV2j and V’l =  Rm G jy2j + l ,
3 = 0 3 = 0
where
Fi =  f j Rm and Gj =  gj RJm.
It is important to determine if these two series are convergent on the interval of interest, 0 <  y <  1.
p { n\ 
3 +1Expression for
If f j  =  R^ F j  and gj ~  R~JGj  then equation (G .l) becomes
Rn 3-1
1+1 (2j  +  2)(2j  +  l)
which can be differentiated n times to obtain
xjr; -  Fj1 -  2jF j  -  Rm r 1_*Gl
fc=0
Rr/p(n) —  __________
'+ 1 (2j  +  2)(2j + 1)
j - i
x f f +1> +  n * f >  -  f f +2) -  2j f f  > -  Rm 5 3
fc=0
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As we are only interested in the range jx| <  Rm the above equation gives
p ( n )
j +1 (2j + 2)(2j  +  l)
J -l
Rr (n+1) +  n (n) + p } n+2) + 2 j  Fjn) +
R m  ^  I a j  — 1 — A: | R ?n  
k =  0
■1 — k + (G.3)
M n )  
U j + 1Expression for
If Fj =  RJmfj  and Gj — R3mgj then equation (G.2) becomes 
X G 1 + 1  -  (2 j +  1)G, +1 =  — -| 2L — -2 . GV(2i +  1) -  xGj" +
fc =  0
which can be differentiated n times to obtain
4n + l) , 1 R
P ]T  P /.% _ fcR(rfc +  F '+1(2fc + 2)(2fc +  lJay^Rjr*-1 -  F L P j - n t i
(2j  +  l)G<n+2) -  xGj"'+3) -  nG$n+2) +x G ji i  — (2j — n +  l )G ^ i  =  
j
( 2 j  +  3 ) ( 2 j  +  2)
p  E ^ V - i K i r *  +  f i i f 1)(2 * + 2 )(2 t  +  -  4 ” +1>/Ji.iR ir1- ] .
fc=o
This equation is o f the form
x G ( " + 1) _  (2 j - n +  11G (,,) -  -  RF hj n)^,+ i KJ +  ; ^ + i  (2j +  3)(2i +  2) ’
which has solution
) W + 2) X2'~ " +1 / x ' W ' n+1)' lhin)(x ) rfX +  Ci+lXV _ " +1.
where the c,-+i are arbitrary constants. This implies that
<7 ( n )  _  __________________________
J+I ( 2 ;+ 3 ) ( 2 j 2 ) '
/7O) I <  ffm______
j+1\ -  (2 i +  3)(2i +  2)
i ( 2 j - n + l )
If |fc(/° (x )|  < /»? then
|Gj‘ + <
Rm
J+1I -  (2j +  3)(2i +  2) 
and evaluating the integral gives
Ig W | <
2j —n+l J  x - ( 2, - n  + l ) - l  ^ +  leJ+I|R|W - n+I)
Rmfty l ( 2 j -n + l )
, ^'+1| -  (2 j +  3)(2i +  2 ) ( 2 j - n + l )  +  |Cj+l|R 
Also, as
hjn\ x )  =  (2j  +  1 )G ‘n+2) -  x C f +3) -  n O f +2> +
p  i z  +  ^ i+ f l) (2A +  2)(2fc +  -  f f +1)/3,_* < ■ *
this implies
(G.4)
A := 0
< (2j  +  l) (n + 2 ) +  Rr G<n+3)| + n |Gjn+2)| +  P ^  |P^+3)| l^-fclRir*
+ ip(n+l)r k +1 (2 i +  2 )(2 i +  l)|ai _ l |R4-t - l +
p(n + l)
J fc
k=0
\p,-t:\K711 (G.5)
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Simple Bound on Fi+1
Fj.N I^ and \g [N)\ where 0 <  k < j  and N  G (0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ). Then, from equationLet mo be the maximum of 
(G.3), we obtain
If (7V)r i + i <
m 0Rm
(2j  +  2)(2j  4- 1)
j - i
Rm +  F  4- 1 +  2j  +  Rm ^ 2  Rm 1 k
Now
j -1
E K - ^ K T 1
Jk=0
-fc
/fc=0
E l aifclRm
k=0
(«)*« " 
00 / 1
< E (IM il* »i'-in,e „  « ) » «
7711
and so
Since A  <  3 this becomes
I p(N) I R™ +  A  4- 1 +  2 j 4- Rmm i 
I 'J+11 -  (2j  +  2)(2j  +  1) Rl ,m0.
j jH » I < m2 +  m3j 
I J+1l -  (2j4-2)(2j + l) ’
(G .6)
(G.7)
where m2 =  (Rm +  4 4- Rmmi)Rm77io and 777.3 =  2Rmm0. Note that the right-hand side decreases with j
and so for j  greater than a certain value the j F j+1 will be less than mo.
Simple Bound on G j + \
As before, with 777.0 the maximum of 
(G.5) gives
n
(J V ) and G (J V ) , where A  G (0 ,1 ,2 , 3) and 0 < k < j , equation
h f  <  mo ( (2j +  1) +  4  +  JV +  PJ2|a,_,| n f  +  (2k +  2)(2 +  1) R ^ )  .
\ k=0 /
As
and
and
E  lai - fclRm k =  E  M  Rm < ™1
k=0 Jfc=0
E  la i “ *l (2  ^+  2)(2fc +  1)R^ < (2j  4- 2)(2j 4-1) E  Rn— k
k=0 fc=0
<  (2j +  2)(2j +  1)771!
(G .8)
E l ^ - f c i RJm fc 1 =  ^  E  *
k=0 k=0
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Rm t 2 \ f a \ Rm
k~0
oo
k=0
oo
R™ +  2)(2fe +  X) l“ *l Rm
fc=0
1 A/f/f
=  771.4, (G.9)
we thus have
h f  <  7770 ((2 j  +  1) +  R& +  N +  Pmi +  P( 2j  4- 2)(2ji +  l)777i +  Pm^j .
Equation (G.4) now becomes
N) | ^ (2j  4-1) 4- Rm 4- N  +  Pm-i +  P(%j 4- 2)(2j 4- 1)tt7i 4- .Pm4 x^j~n+i)
I i +1l -   (2 i +  3j(2j +  2 ) ( 2 ; - n + l ) ----------------------- Rmm° +  |Cj+l|Rm
and since N <  3 we obtain
Ir(N )  I <  m5 +  (2-? +  1) +  (2j  +  2)(2j +  l)m 6 
I j+ x\ -  ( 2 j+ 3 ) (2 j  +  2)(2i +  l )  j ’ (G.10)
where 777,5 — (Rm +  P 7771 +  P?774 4- 3)Rm777o and me =  P?77iRm777o. Note that the first term on the 
right-hand side decreases with j  and, provided the second term also decreases with j  (by choosing the 
constants Cj+1 in a certain fashion), then for j  greater than a certain value, |g ^ |  j will be less than 7770.
Bounds on F j  and G j ,  0 < j  < 0 0
Providing that the arbitrary constants cJ+i are chosen carefully, then equations (G.7) and (G.10) show
that if j  is greater than or equal to a certain value, J say, then F Wi+ i and G(n) u j +1 (N e  (0 ,1 ,2 ,3 )) will
be less than mo. This allows the procedure to become recursive and gives the result that
777 0 0 < j  <  J
(2j)(2j-l) J <  J <  00
777o 0 <  j  < J
'm> +  c > J < j < o o .
The less strict version o f this is simply
f W3
<  (3 "  1
\Fi
(*0
(G .11) 
(G .12)
(G.13)Gj '| <  777-0 0 < 77 < 3 0 < j  <  00.
A stronger bound on Fj+i
The expressions (G .l l )  and (G.12) aren’t quite strong enough to prove convergence. However, we can 
obtain a much stronger result by putting them back into the original equations. If
I-F7+1I < (2 j +  2 )(2j +  l)
i - 1
i d  |4| + 14'| +  a  1 ^  1+ Rm ^ jofj—! —* 1 R ir1-*’ |g[.i
k=o
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then, using (G .l3) and (G.6), we obtain
l-Ff+ll < ( 2 j '+2)(*2j +  i )  IFi 1 +  Rmmom,]
(2j +  2)(2; +  l )
JL
where my =  RmWo +  mo +  RmWorrci- If j  >  J we can use (G .l l )  to replace the \Fj | term to obtain
i^ + i  i < (2i +  2)(2j +  l) 
Rmrn7
777.7 +  2 j.7772 +  7773 (j ~  1)
(2 j)(2 j -  1)
Rm2j(?772 +  m3(j  -  1))
(2 j +  2)(2j +  l )  ' (2i +  2 ) ( 2 j + l ) ( 2 j ) ( 2 j - l )  
Convergence of A\
3 > J  
j > J • (G.14)
As the series
E t^ 7
Rmm7
^ ( 2 i  +  2 ) ( 2 j + l )
and R m 2 j ( m 2 +  7773( i  -  1))
^ ( 2 i  +  2)(2j +  l ) ( 2 j ) ( 2 i - l )
both converge, the inequality (G.14) shows that
also converges. Thus
will be convergent for all y <  1.
j=o
Ai =  kr* J 2  FjV2j 
j -  o
A stronger bound on G j + i
From (G.4) and (G.5) 
l<3?+i| < ToT(2j +  3)(2i +  2)(2j +  l)
(2 j  +  1) \G'!\ +  Rm |Gf I +
p  E  m n  lojF-fcl < T k +  |J=S+i| (2 h +  2)(2* +  1) |or,_t | +  K l
k=0
and using (G.13), (G.8) and (G.9) produces
Rm
+  Cj
\G.j+ n < (2 j  +  l)777o +  Rm777o +
j
(2 j +  3)(2j +  2)(2j +  l)
Pm. 1 mo +  Pm 4mQ +  |^-+i| (2& +  2)(2fc +  1) \aj - k\Rjn^ k~1
k=0
+ C#
or
\Gj+i\ < (2j +  3 )(2i +  2)(2j +  l)
J .
where 7773 =  Rm777o +  Pm\mo +  Pm^mo and
j
[(2j +  1)t770 +  7778 +  PS] +  Cj , (G.15)
s = E l^ +i I (2i + 2X2* + !) K-‘ I <"l'- f c - 1
t-=o
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I f  3 > J
s  =  E I ^ +i l ( “ + 2) ( 2 * + i ) i « i - t i R i r ‘ - 1 +  E  l ^ + i l ( 2* + 2) (2 * + 1) a ir * -1
k= 0 k = J + 1
<  (27 +  2)(2J +  l ) ^ | F i +1||a j . 1|+ £  l^fc+il +  2)(2fc +  1) |or,_fc|
k - 0  k = J + 1
and using (G.13) and then (G.6) gives
j
S < m c , +  E  l^£+lt (2* +  2)(2fc +  X) |Qj-_ fc| B ir * -1.
k = J + 1
where mg =  (2J +  2)(2J +  l)777o?77i. Using (G .l l )  to replace the Fj.+1 term yields
j
S <  777.9 +  (m 2 +  m 3 k )  |0'j_A:|
k = J + 1
j
<  777,9 +  (?772 +  7773j )  ^  \<Xj-jfc| R ^ * ” 1
Aj~ « /  4-1
j
<  777g +  (7772 +  7773j )  | |  R- -^fc“ 1,
Jfc=0
which can be written as
Making use of (G.6) gives
S <  7779 +  (777-2 +  7773j )R m
Jfc = 0
S < 7779 +  (7772 +  7773if )Rrr,1 ?77i
and hence S < 77710 where 77710 =  7779 +  (7772 +  7773if)R“ 1m i. Equation (G.15) thus becomes
Rm
|Gj+l1-  (2j +  3)(2j +  2)(2j +  l)
Convergence of
[(2 j +  l)777o +  7778 +  P m io ]  +  Cj
As
(2 j+ 3 ) (2 j  +  2)(2j +  l) 
are both convergent, then, providing
converges, the inequality (G.16) shows that
Rm(2j  +  l ) m 0  Rin(">8 +  P r Rio)
(2 j  +  3)(2 j  +  2)(2 +  1)
E<*
j =0
E ° i
j~o
also converges. Thus
will be convergent for all y <  1.
*  =  r s E G+ i+1
i=o
(G.16)
Appendix H
Some Integrals
In this appendix the integrals
f e~ay2dy, f y2e~ay~dy, and f y4e~ay‘ dy
J o  J o  J o
are evaluated in the limit as a oo.
1. For the first integral, a change of variable from y to u — a iy  gives
X
I' ^  2 /  \J e~ay dy =  a~^ J e~u du — a“ ^erf
and taking the limit as as a —■> oo we obtain
f e~ay d y —*a~*.  (H-l)
J o
2. For the second integral, integrating by parts gives
J  y2e~ay2d y -  ~ ^ a ~ 1e~a +  \ a~1 e~ay2dy.
Taking the limit as a —» oo and using (H .l) yields
J  y2e - ay2d y - + ^ a - K  (H.2)
3. For the third integral, integrating by parts gives
j  y ^ - ^ d y  =  —^ a~1e~rt +  | a- '  f  y 2e ~ ^ d y .
and taking the limit and using (II.2) produces
•l
j  (H.3)
These results allow the proposition
P(n)  =  I '  y2ne~ay2dy -*  as o -  oo
Jo
to be proved by induction. Equation (H.2) can be used as an anchor and the inductive step is to integrate
[ \ f ( n + l ) e - a y 2 d y
J o
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by parts to obtain
f 1 yl(n+l)e-ay*dy =  1 - 1  e~ay* +  2 n + l  f 1 y2ne~ay*dy 
Jo 2 2 a Jo
Taking the limit as a —* oo and using P(n)  gives
[ l ,X n+i)e-ay*dv _  (2n +  l ) ( 2 » - l ) l !  - r - n - i  _  ( 2 ( n+ ! ) - ! ) ! !  (n+i ) - i
JQ J V 2 .22”  2” + 1
which is P (n  +  1), completing the inductive proof.
Appendix I
Linear Autonomous System 1
Consider the linear autonomous system
x =  y, 
y =  2y -  x.
1. Differentiating (1.2) with respect to t and substituting for x from (1.1) gives
y -  2y +  y =  0,
which has the general solution
y — ae1 +  bte*.
Substituting this into (1.2) gives
x =  ae4 +  bte% — be*. 
The system is thus an unstable improper node.
2. With the above solutions
V +  bte1 a +  bt
x ae* +  bte1 — be4 (a — b) +  bt' 
which implies that y —» x as t —+ ±oo.
3. With
dy _ y  _  2 y -  _  _  x 
dx x y y
a . l )
(1.2)
looking for solutions of the form y — mx gives y — x.
4. The trajectories of the system are horizontal (y — 0) on y — 0 and vertical (x =  0) on y — ^x. 
The above pieces of evidence allow the behaviour of the system to be sketched as
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Linear Autonomous System 2
Consider the linear autonomous system
V,
2 y +  x ,
(3.1)
(3.2)
1. Differentiating (J.2) with respect to t and substituting for x from (J.l) gives
y -  2y -  y =  0 ,
which has the general solution
!, =  ae(1+^ ) , + 6 c (1- ' /5) '.
Substituting this into (J.2) gives
* =  a ( - l  +  y 2 )e (1+^ ) '  +  * ( -1  -  V 2 ) e O - ^ ) ' .
The system is thus a. saddle point.
2. With the above solutions
y = __________ a e i ' + ^ y + b e i ________________
x a ( - l  +  v ^ )e (1+v,5) * H - 6 ( - l - v/2)e(1“ '/5) ' ’
which implies that as t —»■ oo, y/x —> 1 +  \/2 and as t —► —oo, y/x —> 1 — \/2.
3. With
d . y _ y _ 2 y  +  x _  x
i •  ^ I )ax x y y
looking for solutions of the form y — mx  yields y =  (1 ±  y/2) x.
4. The trajectories are vertical (x =  0) on y =  0 and horizontal (y =  0) on y — —\x.
The above pieces of evidence allow the behaviour of the system near this point to be sketched as
X
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